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Theater
outreach
program
expands
BY ROBYN GttRSTENSLAGER
staff writer
After four years, a popular
local theater program is growing by offering local teens an
ilteonattvt to "acting up,"
while giving students an
opportunity to reach out lo the
community.
Founded in 1998 by Marilyn
Wakefield, Acting Out Teen
Theater hM fXpmdwl both its
number of participants and the
audience it rc.ich.-v
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Two JMU profs seek Council seats
Incumbents face competition in May 7 City Council elections
BY DAVIII Cl I Ml N r$<Mj
AND HUGH SAUNDERS III

Ml ((HAN \l(lM(K)MERY/.r«i(>f/>'i«f(^nv^-r
Cheryl Talley, left, and Debra Steveni are running lor teats
on the City Council.

senior writer and
contributing writer
In an effort to strengthen
relation* between JMU and the
Harrisonburg community, two
JMU professors are attempting
to unseat City Council members
in the election May 7.
Debra Stevens, a part-lime
EM ulty member in the econom|Ci department and a full-time
piOMMf of economics at
BaVMtn Mennonite University,
is running as an Independent in
the election against incumbent

Republican Hugh I. Lantz.
Stevens has been a resident of
Harrisonburg since 1985.
Chervl Talley, an assistant
professor of psychology, is running as a Democrat in the election
against
incumbent
Democrat Larry M. Rogers.
These four candidates are
the only ones running for the
two open seats.
According to the council 1
Web site, www.ci.harrisonburgva.uslcoiincil.html, "The
City Council is the governing
body which formulates policies for the administration of

the city. It is comprised of five
members elected on an Itlarge basis to serve four-year
terms. The City Council
appoints a city manager to
serve as the citv's chief administrative officer.
"The council meets every second and fourth Tuesday of each
month, except on holidays."
Five people — three council members, a mayor and vice
mayor — compose the City
Council. Currently Carolyn W.
Frank serves as the mayor,
see PROFS, page 5
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Our basic message is
respect and
acceptance.
- Marilyn Wakefield

The Night

Acting Out Teen Theater ((Hinder

-99
The Acting Out Teen
Theater program involves
children from area middle and
high schools in theater to
build self-esteem and discipline, while providing a fun
and safe environment for
them to talk about their experiences as adolescents.
The teen actors and the |\ll
students, who receive three
credit hours for serving as statt
members, meet once a week.
The meetings are very
issues-based, according to
Wakefield. Program Director
Chris Baidoo will raise a topic
for discussion, such ftf*
divorce and re-marriage,
Wakefield said.
According to Wakefield,
after breaking up into small
Snips, they wiil perform a
ort scene related to the Issue
The teens keep journals
which also provide inspiration
for the onginal play they will
write and perform at the end of
the semester at the Court
Square Theater.
"Our basic message is
respect and
acceptance,"
Wakefield said. "We're not
preaching anything ... but as
you go through life you're
going to have to make your
own choices
Acting Outreach consists of
JMU students who travel to local
schools in Rockmgham and
Augusta
counties,
the
Harrisonburg BOYS end tarls
Club and the Wfced and Seed program at VaUey View Trailet Parit
During visits, students perform several short scenes M Ml

NATE TH ARP/iru/J umir

Annual events give sexual assault survivors forum to speak out
BY LATRISHA LAMANNA

contributing writer
As a reminder that sexual assault can happen
to anyone, JMU organizations teamed together to
co-sponsor the Clothesline Project, a display of
shirts with messages n'lating to sexual assualt,
and Take Back the Night, a vigil and speakout.
The Women's Resource Center, First Year
Involvement, the Office of Residence Life, the
Office of Sexual Assault and Substance Abuse
Prevention and Take Back the Night Coalition
coordinated these events. Take Back the Night
took place IM nie,ht at Gnfton-Stoval Theatre
from 5 p.m. until midnight. The Clothesline
Project began yesterday and ends today in PC
Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"The ultimate goal of |Take Back] the night is to
raLse awareness about sexual assault across this
campus and provide a platform for people to
voice their concerns about violence of all types
against women," said senior Clare Bertrand, cocoordinator of the event.
This was the seventh annual Take Back The Night
at (ML". Take Back The Night began in Germany in
1°73, spread to San Francisco five years later and now
has grown and become an annual event in many
cities and college campuses across the country.
"1 think Take Back The Night is a gnat opportunity for sexual assault victims to speak out about
thou experiences and lean on each other for support," sophomore Becca Maas said. "I admire the
courage this takes. It's also great to laise awareiv,. lor people who haven't directly been affected
by sexual assault"
The night began first with music and continued with two scheduled keynote speakers, Vicki
Mistr and Student Body president David Mills.
Misti is a graduate ol Radford University and
*ee SURVIVORS, page 15
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Sophomora Thad Cox read. T-rtlrts from th. Clothesline Project In PC Ballroom. The shirt, tall
the stories of sexual assault survivors.

see ret'.v.v page '<

E.A.R.T.H praises recycling progress
Library commended for switch to 100% recycled paper
IBNNIPBR O'BRII \
contributing writer
Cake and punch served on
the commons and in the librarv
Tuesday afternoon, helped to
kick on Carrier Library's switch
to exclusively using 100 percent
recycled i
BY

I he |ML

1,11

KI

OABWEtAssfpaiXDtnpsw

Dean of the libraries and Educational Technologies Ralf
Alberlco. spoke about the library's switch to recycled paper.

I in iTonmental

Awareness and Restoration
Through our Help group
hosted a congratulatory
party to thank the library
staii ior it-, coaunitmeni to
ihe environment.
About 20 students and 12
library staff members wen In
attendance as Dean of
Libraries and Educational
Technologies Rail Alberlco
and student speakers sophomore
Andrea
fiscliettl,
Student
(lovenunenl
Association Parlimentarian,
and senior (ana Moore.
E.A.R.T.H. student rvpresentative, spoke about the posi
tive changes they felt the
librarv was making.
Alter several years ol

working to encourage ihe
use of recycled paper on
campus,
members
of
E.A.R.T.H., felt the library's
commitment to its goaldeserved recognition
Wo wanted to tell them and
the whole school ho* much we
Sppredste them changing over.
despite the slight financial
Increase,' I A K I II member
s.iphomiire MB hello ReSM said.
Reese said she considers
the switch a triumph
be.,uis,. oi ii». work it look
to gel there and also because
ol the message it sends to
the Student body and other
|MU departments.
AJberico attributed much of
Ihe work lor recycled paper to
students
It
was
the
I A Itr.H club and the students themselves who were
leaD] the driving force behind
us doing thai They were really
wonderful to work with."
"The club has had a goal of
see EA.R.T.H. jmge 5
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• Agape Christian Fellowship's showing of "The Jesus Film"
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office .u K845SS

■Una at 7 p.m. Both in Miller 101. contact Ruth Kim at harry for
mure information

and Good Friday service, film starts at 530 p.m. and x r% ice
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Historian speaks on the Louisiana
Purchase

OPINION
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404, contact the Academic AdvWna and Career Det at unanl
office at x84S55

i.»in go to mr.r.iimiiilu/imp/hmikihmin^ for more info

SATURDAY, MARCH 30
• Baptist Student Union lanja-gpuup praiN and worship,
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5:30 p.m., Baptist Student Center on the comer ot Cantrell

Darts & pats

Spotlight Who gave the best speech
at the Oscars?
g

SUNDAY, MARCH 31

Avenue and South Main Strut ODMMt Archie at 4146822

LIFESTYLES

• Baseball vs. Delaware. I p.m., Long Field/Mauck Stadium
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309, for more information, \ isit wwnfmu ^/n/i'n;sAvi('iv*i/rtM5(v/
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FOCUS

Today
Non-student Roger K. Sions, 21 of

• A JMU student reported numerous

Winchester was charged with driving

items missing Irom Shorts Hall March

under the influence and possession

Say Cheese

Sunny
High 59 Low 37

11

STYLE

25 at 5:37 p.m

of mari|uana on University Boulevard
March 23 at 8:34 p.m.

High

Petty Larceny

Low

• A banner was reported missing from
In other matters, campus police

Friday

Sonner Hall March 25 at 8:14 a.m.

Scattered Showers

65

38

report the following
Saturday

Rain

58

Alcohol

• An assault and battery reportedly

Sunday

Mostly Cloudy

59

39

Monday

Scattered Showers

64

39

Drive March 23 at 1:49 a.m. Two

Rodney. 19. of Waterford was

13

"Sorority Boys" movie review

14

struck blows and drew Wood. The

alcohol in White Hall March 22 at

MARKET WATCH

8:58 p.m.

event was not witnessed by officers

DOW JONES

was charged with underage possession of alcohol in Showker Hall March

• An LCD Projector was stolen Irom

25.95

22 at 9:25 p.m.

dose 3.046.25

Burruss Hall March 22. The projector
is valued at $4,000.

Number ol drunk-in-public charges

• A trumpet and mouth piece were

since Aug. 25

NASDAQ

106

3.04

stolen Irom the Music Building March

close: 1436.51

22 between 7 and 7:30 p.m.
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Final Four welcomed to Atlanta'

WMWKBy MmOl 27.200,"

• Lloyd O. Pierson II 19. of Arlington

Grand Larceny

14

SPORTS

charged with underage possession of

groups of three males each allegedly

Susan Shsfften

13

All things literary

Just go out

• Non-student Christopher A.

took place on the Greek Row Service

13

Dave Chappelle

38

Underage Possession of
Assault and Battery

■Circles"

Breeze office

Tyler ShecWeford

Mission Coffee <&.

peAjd OF nie ORietJT

in the Rockingham Memorial Hospital Garden Cafi
Mon & Fri 6am-3pm, Tues Wed Thurs 6am-Bpm

Got Sushi?
Visit our store for all your sushi needs'
While you're there, de-stress with our new and exciting

Tt^
*S&*

line of aromatherapy soaps, tropical candles, bath salts
massage oils, body butter, finest herbal teas and incense.
Go ahead, you deserve it!

JN

FREE PAIR OF JAPANESE SANDALS FOB IVIKV
PURCHASE OF S50.00 or aaorat

\Uhe Maheif Qualih Cotfee from Ground'the Woild t^lZ,1

Shenandoah Heritage Farmer's Market 540-280-346M

LETTING PEACE TAKE ROOT IN OUR LIVESAN EXPLORATION OF SPIRITUALITY AND THE POSSIBILITY OF
WORLD PEACE.

Yo*>r atf H«r«

This Is Ihc loplc of 3 free talk In llarrlsonburg by
loni Overton-|ung. C.S.. of Toronto, Canada.
Massanutten Regional Library
Tuesday. April 2 at 7:30 p.m.

Br««* J&trfpmg

Sponsored by First Church o( Christ, Scientist - Waynesboro

Pamper your pets at Valley Vets!

Pointed JlaxUf, Hatto*
CUid

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

QJjOL

Small Animal • Medical Surgery

^g(£

i

8Mt^ VivictK^ StuxUa

] gl'J

433-\/F'T,'sI

Boarding • Grooming

Hours:
Tues.-Sat. 12 Noon to 10pm

498 University Blvd.

Acrov, from COSTCO

Asian Nails

Profeeaional Nail Can .'. Hoot Spa
Salon Fur I

& Gentlemen

801-8070

Re-Grand Opening
Full Set
Fill In

$20mlUp
$13 „dup

Eyebrow Wax
American Manicure

$8
$5

Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm
Thura-Satoam-8pm
Sunday nam-.spm

Pedicure -with whirlpool S|..

$18

Manicure •incii«i™p.nrmw.,....$10
French th«nd)
$5
French two

We specialize in all forms of tattooing:
color, tribal, black and gray, portraits
Licensed nurse on stqff

$8

InTownOntrr.H.l
| ,,uoSprint
Walli in eupoinlmrnts wrUomr
Ota earttfeatai available,
Wractrptlocjlchfdufc MC/Vba

$et tattooed, ot /tuetced <uut $et a,
10% discount «UtA t4ij eui!
200 South Avenue

Harrisonburg, VA

540.433.5612
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"The events of the Louisiana
Purchase were being shaped
by the events and opinions of
the whole nation."

i- Binge drinking
Studies say binge drinking on college campuses
has not decreased in
almost a decade.

JOHN KUKLA

historian

SMbtlow

Historian speaks on value of 1803
BY KERRI SAMPLE

staff writer

About 50 students and (acuity braved the rain Tuesday
afternoon to hear the executive vice president and CEp
of
the
Patrick
Henry
Memorial Foundation speak
about the impact of the
Louisiana Purchase on the
United State*.
Kukla was invited as a giiest
speaker by history professor
Kevin Hard wick.
In a lecture titled "1803: The
Midpoint of American I listory,"
John Kukla expressed the
changes brought about by the
monumental addition of land
to the country with the
Louisiana Purchase.
President Thomas (efferson
bought the land, which extended far beyond what are now
Louisiana's borders, for about
$15 million, or about four cents
an acre, from Spain in 1803.

The acquisition of this land
opened up the Ohio and
Mississippi waterways for use
by the states to ship goods south
and mutually overseas.
According to Kukla. societal
changes and new ideas about
race also came along with the
new territory.
Freed African-Americans
made up a large portion of
Louisiana's population along
with Mulattoes and Creoles.
Common categories of
people being black or white,
free or enslaved, were no
longer applicable.
"The events of the Ixjuisiana
Purchase were being shaped by
events and opinions of the
whole nation," Kukla said.
Because of the Missouri
Compromise, which admitted
slave slates to the Union only if
there was a non-slave state also
admitted to balance the power in
Congress, "these controversies

delayed Louisiana's admission
to the Union for nine years,"
Kukla said.
Kukla said. "|The Missouri
Compromise! was the rumblings of an earthquake along
the fault line of the nation."
Quoting WEB. Dubois,
an 18th century educator
and civil rights leader, Kukla
said, "The problem of the
20th century is a problem of
a color line."
Kukla said, "We stand on the
edge now of the 21st century,
and we stand at a moment
where Spanish-speaking citizens are the largest minority; we
must look beyond black and
while, any color lines."
I W said, "I want to hope that
perhaps we can leam a lesson
from the Louisiana Purchase
from a long, slow, heartbreaking
story of racial dichotomy, that is
the greatest social lesson."
|unior Matt Carey said. "I

thought it was a good presentation. It took what 1 learned in
class and expanded it."
Junior Jennifer Kies said, "I
really liked that he realized
that he was talking to a bunch
of college students and not
experts in the field."
Along with his lecture in
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Kukla
sat in on Hardwick's class.
"I had a great lime meeting with the seminar," Kukla
said. "We talked about early
American history; it was a
lot of fun. I found that when
I was an undergrad, my
mentor used to drag me to
seminars, and I still remember those conversations."
Kukla also said his lecture
served as a learning experience for himself.
He said he gives similar talks
around the country and gauges
the students' responses to finetune his lectures.

KAREN Kl'PEl.lAN/Wci/Ipfv»»»'iv>V'
Historian John Kukla addresses students on Louisiana Purchase.

Mixing alcohol, energy
drinks possibly dangerous
BY COLIN STEELE

when you're a sleepy drunk,"
she said.
Palfai's view contrasts wim
David Pearson's findings in

Daily Orange
Long Island Ice Tea is so
last season.
Energy drinks like AMP,
Red Bull and Adrenaline Rush,
packed with caffeine and other
stimulants intended to provide
a quick pick-me-up, are fast
becoming a cure-all for the
tired, unmotivated and even
the hungover.
But new research warns that
mixing these energy drinks with
alcohol may have lethal results.
Mixing energy drinks with
alcohol are skyrocketing in popularity, particularly in Europe.
However, the beverage manufacturers maintain it is the alcohol, not the energy drink, which
is potentially problematic.
"Caffeine is an antagonist for
alcohol," said Tibor Palfai, a
Syracuse University psychology
professor who teaches PSY 315;
Drugs and Human Behavior
"Mixing Ihem can improve
reaction time and increase respiMORT FRYMAN/ KRTCampui ration rate. But if you have too
much alcohol, then it doesn't
matter," Palfai said.
Senior Nicole Schwenninger
said she likes Red Bull and
vodka because it doesn't make
her drowsy.
"It's really easy lo convince
yourself that it's a pick-me-up

Crew members of carrier
battle group come home
BY JACK DORSEY

The vlrginian-PIUfl
They're coming home from
war, a war not yet complete. But
they're victorious just the same.
Not since the Persian Gull
War II years ago lias a carrier
battle
group
like
the
Theodore Roosevelt's sped
off to war, given its all and
sailed six months later to a
hero's welcome.
And the 7.000 homebound sailors and Marines
arriving
yesterday
and
Tuesday did it with not a single combat casualty.
"We're tired, but on the
morale side I think most of the
crew wishes we were able to do
more while we were over
there," Petty Officer 1st ( lass
Troy Wheeler, a Tomahawk
cruise missile technician aboard
the cruiser Vella Cult, said by
satellite telephone.
While his ship never fired
its Tomahawks in combat, it
served as the air detente com
mand for the task force of
Ihree U.S. Navy carriers and 1"
coalition warships
"II was hard work and long
hours." Wheeler slid. "I think it is
more evident now mat our military services have to be ready to
goat.i moiiR'n!'-. n. i
The Theodore Roosevell,
preceded to shore Tuesday
morning by its 7r. plane air
wing docked at the Norfolk
Naval Station with Ihree of its
escort ships yesterday
Hi.' guided-missile cruisers
Leyte Gull and Vella Gull tnd
Ihed.'str.n.T Petenon lollowed
the carrier into port.
Exact arrival times and pier
locations remained confidential

of S-3 Vikings and IIII 60
Seahawk helicopters returning
to Jacksonville, Fla.
As the Theodore Roosevelt
makes its way home, senior
government leaders and the
media are geared for bestowing
some special attention.
Several VIPs met the
Theodore Roosevelt Tuesday
when it neared Bermuda, 600
miles east of Norfolk
They include congressional
representatives, defense officials
and New York City Fire
IX'parhnenl members on board
to retrieve a special memento.
The firefighters had raised
an American flag signed by
then-New York Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani and New York Gov.
George Pataki at the World
Trade Center site after the
Sept. 11 attack.
Then, in a Sept. 30 ceremony,
each of the 70 Navy firefighters
assigned to the carrier passed the
flag along a line that snaked up
six stories from the ship's fight
deck to the signal bridge.
As ihey passed the flag along
the route, each firefighter made a
simple, solemn hand salute
When it reached the signal
bridge, it was unfurled in front
of the ship's crew assembled on
the flight deck below.
1 v.'i since, that memorialized flag has been flown from
the ship as it waged war.
The Theodore Roosevelt
returned the flag Tuesday
morning lo the three firefighters
who initially raised it.
They were aboard the ship
Tuesday. Also present was a
New York City Port Authority
Prowler eledronk waifan tanv
man e,oing home lo Whidbey officer and a New York City
bland, w.ish . and a squadron Police IX-partment officer.

as an added security measure
■njml
possible
terrorist
attacks, the Navy said.
After Sept. 11, the carrier
Enterprise was already at sea
when it rushed its air wing into
combat against al-Qaida and
Taliban targets m Afghanistan.
For Ihe next monlh, the
I nierpnse waged war before
returning to Norfolk on Nov. 10.
Unlike the Enterprise, the
Theodore Roosevelt left for war.
Rarely was there an easy day.
The Theixiore Roosevelt's air
wing dropped 1.7 million
pounds of ordnance, completed
HUM*'arrested landings, spent a
record 160 consecutive days .it
Ml and Hew more than 30,000
llij;lil hours while on station
Air Wing One, commanded
by Capt Stephen S Voestch.
includes the "Diamondbacks"
of lighter Squadron 102. a 14pl.ine F-14 Tomcat squadron
reluming lo (X.-eana Naval Air
Station in Virginia Beach, and
the "Screwtops" of Airborne
Early Warning Squadron 123, a
four-plane squadron of E-2C
ll.iwkeve r.i.i.ir planes tlying
into Chambers Field at the
Norfolk Nival Station.
A two-plane detachment of
the "Rawhides" of Fleet
Logistics Support Squadron 40,
flying C-2A Cn-vhound transports,
also
returned
to
I lumbers Field.
Other aircraft assigned to
the wing will be flying to
bases elsewhere.
They include thn'e F/A-18
squadrons thing lo Beaufort,
M . a squadron of FA-6B

Science Tkabj Magazine-

Pearson, a researcher at
Ball State University in
Muncie, Ind., told the magazine that mixing stimulant
energy drinks with a depressant like alcohol could cause
heart and lung failure.
But caffeine alone also can
affect these areas. Palfai said.

"Sixty cups of coffee will kill
you," he said. "Four hundred
milligrams — two strong cups
of coffee — can give a person ■
who's not sensitive to caffeine
nervousness and increased
heart rate.
"But 80 milligrams — a
few Cokes — can make
someone sensitive have
heart palpitations."
A can of AMP, Mountain
l Dew's latest prodigy to burst
onto the energy drink market, contains 75 milligrams
of caffeine.
A person's caffeine sensitivity is biologically predetermined,
Palfai said.
According to Red Bull's Web
site, only the alcoholic part of
the mixed drink can have a negative impact on health.
In addition to caffeine. Red

Bull contains taurine and glucuronolactone. Taurine, an
amino acid, aids metabolism
and the aging process. It also is
used to treat epilepsy and irregular heartbeats.
Glucuronolactone is a carbohydrate found in muscle tissue
that helps treat arthritis.
Because Pearson's study
was so recent and no other
research asserts that mixing
energy drinks with alcohol is
not dangerous, students are
not taking precautions when
it comes to ordering the combinations at bars.
"1 don't think people are
generally scared about a lack
of research until something
serious happens to someone,"
Schwenninger said. Senior
Brianne Furslein agreed.
"If there hasn't been a
report where someone died or
something, it seems kind of
improbable that it would be
dangerous," Furslein said.
Furstein said she'd never
heard of Red Bull until she
studied abroad in London,
where it was popular in clubs
as a drink by itself and as an
alcoholic mixer.
"1 think it made me more
hyper," she said. "It made me
a little loo wired, but not necessarily drunker."

Alcohol hinging remains high
National survey says figure hasn't dropped since 1993
BY SUSAN OKIE

The Washington Post
Surveys find binge drinking
on college campuses hasn't
dropped in almost a decade.
About 44 percent of students on college campuses
can be classified as binge
drinkers, a figure that has
not changed in almost a
decade despite efforts by
administrators at colleges
around the country to provide alcohol education and
to establish stricter drinking
policies, according to a new
national survey.
The 2001 survey of more
than 10,000 students at 119
four-year colleges also found
the same rates of "extreme
drinking" — drinking very
frequently and heavily — that
have been seen since the late
1990s, said Henry Wechsler,
director of College Alcohol
Studies at the Harvard School
of Public Health.
Twenty-nine percent of
male students and 17 percent of female students said
they drank alcohol on 10 or
more occasions in the preceding month.
On the other hand, more
students are abstainers than
when Ihe surveys began. 19
percent of those surveyed
last year said they did not
drink, compared with 16 percent in 1993.
"This is a big problem. It's
not going to disappear in one

year or in four years," said
Wechsler, whose study is published in the March issue of the
/oiimiil of American College Health.

Binge drinking, according to
criteria UMd in periodic surveys
by the Harvard researchers, is
defined as five or more drinks
on one occasion for a man or
four or more drinks on one
occasion for a woman.
Wfechsler said students' living situations and participation
in certain activities also were
strongly correlated wilh their
drinking pattern
Among "traditional" students (those 18 to 23 years old
who have never been married
and who live independently
from their families), binge
drinking rates were highest
for members of fraternities
(75 percent) and sororities (62
percent), although Ihe survey
showed that membership in
such groups has declined significantly since 1993.
Thirty-two percent of students at these schools were classified as binge drinkers, compared with 25 percent in 1993.
The percentage of college
students who reported having
engaged in binge drinking in
high school has declined significantly during the last decade —
26 percent List year, compared
with 32 percent in 1993.
Students in the 2001 survey were also much more
likely to report thai Ihey had
received alcohol education at

college, and those who drank
reported an increase in disciplinary actions against students who broke college
rules on alcohol.
Those factors, combined
with the declining popularity
of Greek organizations and the
increased availability of substance-free housing, would
have been expected lo lead to
a reduction in binge drinking
on campus, Wechsler noted.
. "You would expect a drop,"
he said. "It hasn't happened yet."

p/ut.Ki'wt,".I Connor
Binge drinking on college
campuses remains stable.
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APRIL SPECIAL
i Month Unlimited $35
Purchase available beginning April 1st, 2002
Gift Certificates Available
Open Late

for 3, 4 & 5 Residents
FlINKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES

434-5150

Properly Management, Inc

info@funkhousermanagement.com

Easter wmpdQMty MHours
Thursday. March 28. 2002
C-Store East Closes at 5:00pm
Festival Java City Closes 8:00pm
TWO Java City Closes at 9:30pm
VREC Smoothie -Bar Closes 9:30pm
Lakeside Express Closes at 11:00pm

Friday. March 29. 2002
Chicl^Eil-fi Closes at 2:00pm
•Door 4 Su6s Closes at 2:00pm
'FestivalCloses at 2:00pm
'Madison QriUCloses at 2:00pm
<K Duhjs Closes at 3:00pm
Mr. Chips Open 7:30am-5:00pm

The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg
Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

>*<

433 - 9989
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Waffle Fries

Market One
Coffee
Baked Gooda
Snacks

Madison &rill

No Change In Schedule
Let's go!, Qi66ons Dining Jfall, Maiigt One, and'Mrs. greens

UP-66 Smoothie &ar
Saturday. March 30. 2002
gibbons Dining Kail Open Regular 9Tours
Mr. Chips Open ll:O0am-5:00pm

Java £ity

Fruit Smoothies
Bottled Water
Healthy Snacks

Coffee

Sunday. March 31. 2002
gi66ons Dining Jfall Regular) fours
festival Rf opens 5:00pm
TC Duties Rfopens 5:00pm
Mr. Chips Open 6:00pm- 11:00pm

Monday. April 1. 2002
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f
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I
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Profs to seek votes Teens express issues through drama

PROFS, from page I
including relations between
JMU physics professor Dorn students living off campus
W. Peterson is the vice mayor and their neighbors."
and Joseph Gus Fitzgerald,
SttVOM and Talley both
Lantz and Rogers are at-large tout the endorsement of
council members.
CHANGE, which according to
Talley said she believes its Web site, iwi'wxhangtjitirthat the, "challenges facing risonburg.orgn'imt.Mml, is "a
Harrisonburg ... are unprece- political action and MffViOB
dented in the city's history." organization dedicated to
A
member
of
JMU's improving the quality of life for
Centennial
Commission, the citizens of Harrisonburg."
Talley said she sees serving CHANGE did not endorse
on City Council as an exciting incumbents Lant/ and Rogi-rs.
opportunity to make a posiFreshman Adam Sharp,
tive contribution to the who is affiliated
with
Harrisonburg community.
CHANGE, said a particularly
Talley said it is "important important issue in this election
|for JMU| to cultivate a rela- is, "how JMU students are
tionship with Harrisonburg viewed, whether they are part
that is different than the one of the (Harrisonburgl commuwe've had in the past."
nity or separate from it."
"Residents have an idea
In contrast to Stevens'
of what a neighborhood is," focus on strengthening ties
Talley said. She said she feels between students and the
students do not understand community, her opponent
that their behavior matters Lantz says his main issue is
in a neighborhood full of traffic. "The biggest problem
families with small children facing
the
future
of
and retired persons, and Harrisonburg is traffic," he
sometimes students do not said. Additionally, Lantz said
he wants to boost tourism,
act responsibly.
Stevens said she always has revit.ili/o old neighborhoods,
been
involved
in
the increase revenue and support
Harrisonburg community in public safety.
He and Stevens both agree
some way and sees the opportunity to serve on City Council with a recent controversial city
as a chance to, "give a little ordination amendment which
forbids more than two unrelatmore back to the community.
"There is an ancient, cen- ed people from moving into a
turies-old problem between new rental house.
On CHANGE'S Web site,
residents and students,"
Stevens said.
Stevens said, "I completely
Stevens said she believes endorse the recent density
that "the ties are really strong" restrictions passed by Council
between
JMU
and that will limit occupancy in
Harrisonburg already, but it is Old Town and limit the conimportant for JMU to "support version of any additional
the rights of Harrisonburg's houses into rentals."
Lantz suggested students
permanent residents to enjoy
utilize the more than "1,100
their chosen lifestyles.
"Old Town (the area extra units for student housing
around
Rockingham on Port Republic and Neff
Memorial Hospital which tra- Avenue that are currently not
ditionally has been inhabited being utilized."
Rogers could not be
by Harrisonburg residents,
not students) conflicts often reached for comment
JMU students can register
involved
inappropriate
behavior caused by the mis- to vote in Harrisonburg for the
use of alcohol," Stevens said. May 7 City Council elections
"Study after study shows that by contacting Emily Long,
alcohol abuse on college cam- Harrisonburg registrar, at 433puses is pervasive and at the 2150 or registering at the
root of many academic, disci- municipal building located at
plinary and social problems. 345 South Main St.

TEENS, from page 1
similar themes, such as selfesteem or family issues, in
order to encourage the teens to
think about those topi I
Then they divide up into
smaller groups and discuss the
performances and how the performances relate to their lives or
if the students identified with a
particular character.
"Many participants find
lasting friends with their fellow members and realize that
there are many issues that they
find themselves in the dark
about,"
Baidoo
said.
"Additionally, participants get
a release from the program ... a
therapeutic medium established to express emotions,
anecdotes and histories."
In the fall of 2(XX), there were
only five participants. Currently
30 local teens and eight JMU
students are involved in the theater production.

The Outreach portion of
Acting Out came about in the
summer of 2001 when the JMU
Age and Family Studies program took it under their wing
It currently has 26 JMU students performing at four area
schools and other venues.
Wakcfield said there .inmore plans fbt expansion in
the future.
The decision to move
from
the
Community
Mennonite Church, where
Acting Out originally was
housed, to JMU was made in
the hopes ol getting more
grant funding, as teens or the
schools do not have to pay in
order to participate, according to Wakefield.
Wakcfield said they hope to
continue working with the
church, but moved to JMU in
hopes of obtaining grant funding through JMU's Aging and
Family Studies budget.

In the past, the Teen
Theater also has performed at
the Harrisonburg First Night
Celebration and for the
Virginia
Association
for
Multicultural
Education,
according to Wakefield.
The JMU students are
trained to work as staff for both
the Teen Theater and the
Outreach programs.
"They serve as role models,
plan and carry out the weekly
program, facilitate small group
discussions,
lead
theater
improvisations (and) assist in
writing an original senpt each
semester that reflects the current issues the teens are dealing
with," Wakefield said.
Junior
Shannon
DePasquale, who is a staff
member for the team theater
portion of Acting Out, said,
"It's ,i way for us to look back
on our lives in high school and
see what we could've done dif-

ferently and help them. They
come back more and more
excited every week."
In an effort to help fund the
program. Acting Out will hold
a fund raiser tonight at 8 p.m.
in Grafton-Stovall The.itre,
featuring Ted and l^e comedy.
a nationally known comedy
duo,
who will
present
"Armadillo Shorts."
The BluesTones will open
the show. Tickets can be purchased at the door for $8 with a
JAC card or $10 without.
Wakefield said, "The JMU
courses
are cross-listed
'Social Work and Family
Studies,' though students in
any discipline may take the
courses for credit."
Students interested in the
three-credit class can register
for it, or contact Program
Director Chris Baidoo at x86488, or founder and Oirector
Marilyn Wakefield at x8-2924.

E.A.R.T.H. urges recycling options
E.A.R.T.H..from page l
recycling more paper for years,
but last year it became more of
our main focus," E.A.R.T.H.
member sophomore Georgia
Hancock said.
"We had three main goals
outreach, which included going
to elementary schools to teach
kids how to be envinmmentally
friendly, paper recycling on
campus and overall recycling
off campus," she said. "We
wanted people to call up and
ask for those recycling bins."
Hancock said that in the second half of last year, campaigning for the library to use 100
percent recycled paper became
the group's main focus.
E.A.R.T.H. started working
with the SGA last spring
The SGA's support allowed
E.A.R.T.H. to arrange for a
change in the state contract,
which provides a list of suppliers state-funded organizations
are allowed to buy from.
Fischetti said working as
Eagle Hall SGA senator last
year gave her the opportunity

to help F.A.R.T.H.'s cause by
writing a Bill of Opinion and
later a Senate Resolution for
the change to 100 percent
recycled paper.
"It was also a question ol
getting a distributor for recycled paper on the state contract
so that buying and using these
m.iten.ils was even an option,"
Hancock said.

-66We gave [the library]
the resources, and they
made the decision.
— Michelle Reese
sophomore

55
After the contract was
changed to allow for departments to choose recycled
paper, the choice to buy and

use it was up to each individual department.
"We gave (the library] the
resources, and they made the
decision." Reese said. "It was
a good time for the library,
because they were looking
for a new company to buy
from. It was a small increase
in spending, but we feel it
was worth it."
"I think we've taken a nunv
ber of steps in years recently to
respect the earth," Alberico
said. "While that recycled
paper costs us slightly more
money, I think it was a worthwhile thing. The benefits outweigh the costs. It's consistent
with the library's long-standing
tradition of recycling and using
resources wisely. It's fairly trivial additional expense, maybe
about S4 more. It's fractions of a
penny per page."
Now that E.A.R.T.H. has
accomplished its first main
goal, members hope that the
use of recycled paper will
spread to other departments
around campus.

"We just hope that professors and students will be more
aware, things like double-sided
handouts, paring notes on the
Internet and thinking before
you print wastefully will all
save trees and the environment," Hancock said.
The group hopes various
JMU departments will follow
the library's lead despite the
extra cost.
"It's understandable . that
departments are hesitant to
increase their spending, but the
environmental concerns are
there, and we hope each
department will consider
switching in the near future,"
Hancock said. "Each department buys their own paper
supply, so if each department
can decide to do this, than that
would be great."
The E A.R.T.H. group meets
every Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
KeezelHallGl.
"We encourage anyone
interested to attend," Hancock
said. "It doesn't matter if you
haven't been here all year "
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Call me. I can help.

442-7878
environment, autoclave sterilization & single use needles.

Law Office of Richard G. Morgan

Hours- Mon-Sat: 12-11pm Sun: 12-7pm

Visa and MasterCard accepted

-walk-ins or by appointment-privacy assurcd990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg

NO MORE HASSLES!
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who will it be

this year?

/"pN Harrisonburg

j Unitarian Universalists
Service 10:30 a.m.

We rtspeel the inherent worth and dignity of every person and justice.
equality and compassion in human relations.
Phone: 867-0073 Visitors Welcome
http://homc.ricu.nel/liuu Email: houre!* rlca.net
For possible campus meeting information conflict Ralph Grow groverftfjmu.edu
Route n, 5 mile» west of H'hurg at Dale Knlerpris* Schoolhouse

"Spirit Quest"
A Journey For Youth. Ages 4 Through 17. SUNDAY* at 10:30 AM

Hfo (udtf (m (f6ic cOw}t daw
fofo 21fo yet tewed!

,, H* «*
ty

riff/it "v A
fca*?
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ICE CRKAM
MEMtWolf SkMl. Harriwnburg. Va (540)433-6980

5$ tfeem of ZxcetUtue

all together one.

Right on Wolfe St. Just past Post Office

Y ONE, GET ONE

FREE

a community gathering
April 16 • 12 noon
Wilson Hall • on the Quad
Rain Location: Wilson Auditorium

www.alltogetherone.org

MHAW and RAW
would like to thank

Advanced Auto Puts JMU Dining
Country Cookin'
Midas
Crutchneld
Qlanoet Jewelers
Highlawn Pavilion
Bridal Impressions
Ki Theory
Asian Nails
Macgregor
Nautilus
CSDCAUHC
Bravo
Shirley Cobb & Tom
B. Dal tuns
Anne Simmons
Mark's Bike Shop
Norton's Yacht Sales Metzinger
Kate Snyder
Maasanutten
Kristin Rider
Hartman Chrysler
Kinko'a
CarribeanTan
Dolphin Bay Tanning GaryKirby
Jackson Baynard
i Parking Services

Anthony's Pizza
Aahby Crossing
Blue Ridge Nature Shop
Bravo Italian Eatery
CM. Bradley Elementary
Dolphin Bay Tanning
Dr. Richard Travis
Four Points Sheraton
Haircutters
Harrisonburg Recycling
Highlawn Pavilion
Jalisco #3
James McHone Jewelry
JMU Recycling
Kinko's

Kline's Ice Creamery
Luigi's
Movie Max
Nautilus Gym
Office of Residence Life
Pano's Family Restaurant
Pheasant Run Townhomes
Picasso Moon
Plan 9 Music
Purple Dawg Pizza
Sigma Kappa
Spanky's
Sunchase Apartments
Touch of the Earth
Victoria's Secret

IEAM CUP OR CONE

I1

College Park- Ashby Crossing

KJtRJtGKE OMIST
1st Place $500
2nd Place $200
(divided into $100 JMU Bookstore gift certificate and $100 cash)

3rd Place $100
(divided into $50 JMU Bookstore gift certificate and $50 cash)

Both MHAW and RAW would like to especially thank Dr. Tom Syre for all his guidance
and support thoughout these week long campus wide events

"A NEW YOU IN 2002"

Thursday, March 28

whatisMHAW.tripod.com

4 pm @ Ashby Clubhouse
(Preregister: Song list available in office)

Sponsored by:
HTH 458- Health Program Planning Class
Counseling Student Development Center- CSDC
University Health Center

SOS Advertising

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001
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"I sec the geese as a
problem of national security."
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"A spring clearance on room
and board sounds about right. *

MICH FLAHERTY

junior

see house editorial, below

see story, below
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EDITORIAL

Jeed for tuition hike not clear to many students
Things rise for a reason,
he sun rises in the morn_ so we'll get out of bed.
mgh rises to make bread.
ices rise to keep up with
economy ana the comition. A rise in tuition at
[U, and at all Virginia
iblic universities, comes
no surprise since the
General Assembly has kept
instate tuition frozen for
seven consecutive years.
What the rise would be,
however, was a mystery
until the Board of Visitors
meeting Friday.
Prior toGilmorc's lifting
of the freeze, the publiconly could speculate as to
what JMU would do.
Considering Gilmore's
recommendation of a 2
percent increase, and
current Governor Mark
Warner's 5 percent suggested increase, it was
rumored that JMU might
choose a number around
7 percent.
So where did the 9 per-

cent in-state increase and
10.2 percent out-of-state
increase come from? We
only can assume that
JMU is following the
pack and probably cashing in at a prime time for
such an increase,
Following the lend of local
competitors Virginia Tech
and Kadford University,
which both hiked their instate tuition up by 9 percent
last week, JMU administrators were smart. Facing a
severely crunched budget
since state education cuts
in January, its no question
that the university needs
funds. In efforts to balance
the January cuts, JMU put
restrictions on seemingly
luxurious, yet crucial,
COSla like travel and faculty pay raises.
Appearing
wounded
since being bitten by the
budget cuts, JMU set this
raise up well. A highly
publicized "hard time"
underway, people are sym-

pathetic to the poor universities that keep losing
money. Sympathetic to the
out-of-state students who
have faced a tuition hike
every year for the past

-4 6 If JMU raises tuition just
us high as competitors
they can't be seen as the
greedy school.
55
seven years, since in-state
costs were frozen, students and parents expected a hike. And with
incoming freshman applications at an all time
high, the equation couldn't have been better.
It's a "nothing to lose"

Julie Sproesscr
\m.iml.i Capp
( hriftUM Anderson
Ki.li.ml Sakshaug
I ii.l-u. Marti
)imrs David
Terrene* Nowlin
Jennifer Surface
Danielle I'oluto
KC Gardner
Ira vis Clingenpeel
Drew Wilton
Jeanine C,a jewski
Jennifer Sikonki
Robert Natt
Jane McHugh
Meghan Murphy
Kelty Archibald
Stephen Cembrintki
SteGrainer
Thereita Sullivan
Hip De l iu i
Alan Neckowilz

"To the press atone, iheijiwred a> it n witkabusa, the world is
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In the last few weeks, campus politics has undergone a
serious change in perspective.
No, I'm not talking about issues
involving parking or diversity.
The big issue right now at JMU
is the lovable muskrats that call
Newman Lake their home.
Recently, these quiet (more on
that later) lake residents have
been under fire for doing nothing more than living in their natural habitat.
One Student Government
Association presidential candidate even made it a point to
place the "rats" as he calls
them, on his platform for election. We are all missing the
point. The real problems on the
shores of Newman Lake are the
geese. And they should all be
exterminated.
I have lived on "Not-SoG reck-Anymore" Row for three
years, and I can tell you there
always have been muskrats and
they always have been quiet
and keep to themselves in their
burrows. The geese, on the
other hand, are monsters. They
are the plague of the Newman
Like area — well at least a
pbgue you can see. You have to
take into account all the bacteria
and fun "other" things that live
in the lake
While an SGA candidate
may see the "rats" as a problem
for the campus, I see the geese
as a problem of national security. Think about it Canada never
will be able to invade the United
States. They can't even agree on
a language or how to make
good beer. So what do they do?
They send these vermin down
as squatters to take over our
vast wilderness preserves, such
as Newman Like.
The geese are well known for i
several different acts of treason.
Most noticeable is that they
relieve themselves on everything. A self-respecting person
would be able to enjoy the lake
area and stroll around barefoot
(with the proper shots for
tetanus and care not to step on
broken glass) if not for all the
goose feces everywhere. And
yes, before you bring it up, the
muskrats flush.
When the sun comes up
every morning, the geese undertake their favorite activity. One
starts off with this evil sounding, wanna-be duck call after
which the rest of the geese
answer it. Next, as if someone
turned on the applause sign
during a bad sitcom, the entire

group begins to cry out uncontrollably. You may consider this
to be the call of the wild. I consider it a call to get a shotgun. (I
wonder if goose tastes as good
as duck?)
Don't try to scare away the
geese either. Believe me. they
have no fear of you. They want
you to come after them. As one
seems to retreat, you follow it.
Before you realize what's happening, they surround you and
start to hiss at you. Next they
start snapping.
Ask around among the
housekeeping staff in that area.
I'm sure there are many housekeepers with missing fingers
and even limbs. There is one
urban legend that several j^eese
are said to have carried off a car
seat from one of the housekeepers cars. Some believe they (the
geese, not the housekeepers)
would feast on its contents.
OK enough with the horror
stories. What can you, Joe JMU
Student, do to help? My suggestion is quite simple. Go out to
the nearest sports store (yes the
"nearest sports stores" gave me
money to say that) and buy
some golf clubs. You don't need
the whole set. I recommend a 3wood. 5-iron and pitching
wedge, which should cover all
possible ranges
Next of course you need golf
balls. Follow my instructions for
getting clubs if you're confused.
All you need now is a grassy
area around the lake, I recommend the area around the volleyball court on the fountain
side, and some good running
shoes to get away when the
geese mount their counter
attack — and they will. Fire
away For your own safety I recommend a battery of your closest friends.
So let's review
here.
Muskrats are good. The geese,
however, are a threat to our society. And only you can stop it
with golf clubs and balls. You also
could feed them alka-scltzer but I
guess then you'd have to carry
the body back to the lake to dispose of it. With the golf ball off
the head method, they just sink.
Maybe Oie ftm-zt* will let me
write another column before 1
graduate. I have some great
ideas on how to eliminate dorm
crowding with an alligator in the
Arboretum Pond. Time" to go
and work on my accuracy at the
driving range.
Mich flalierty is a senior history major.
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call from where the students sit. If JMU raises
tuition just as high as
competitors it can't be
seen as the greedy school,
turning
off
potential
applicants. At tne same
time, the school makes off
with more money than they
projected needing. A wellthought decision indeed.
Of course, we can't
claim to understand the
workings of a billion-dollar
university
budget,
its
needs
and
monetary
requirements. But then
again, neither does the student body. We merely
observe and draw conclusions. Conclusion: the
pack-influenced 9 percent
raise seems questionable.
With no chance of an
adjustment, it's a questionable decision that's final,
like all price hikes. Unless
of course a sale comes
around. A spring clearance
on room and board sounds
about right.

Geese's secret
agenda revealed

Ikins A Pots are submitted anim\mtusl\
ami primed on a \ptne available basis.
Submissions are based u/xm one person s
opinion of a given situation, person or exrnt
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
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Pat...
A "cross-thatoff-our-list of things-todo-before-we-graduate" pat to my awesome (and naked) roommates for going on
a late night run across the Quad
Sent in try another G-spot roommate who has
loved the past two years tiling with you ptVt
and wonders who she will get crazy with after
graduation

Dart...
A "thanks-for-raising-out-of-state-tuition"
dart to JMU At this rah- in a couple of years you
w ill no longer have any out of stale students.
Sent in by hoofed up out-of-state iftidfllfl
truing to keep it real.

Pat...
A "way-to-carry-on-tne-AIDS-Walk-tradition" pat to the sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau
(or theii excellent work this weekend
Sent in fry a proud AS 1 alumna who was an
UHlkrgiml MM Iht AIDS walk began al JMU

Dart...
A "you-don'town-the Eagle Hall-elevator"
dart to a certain 7th-floor resident who rudelv
told me to take the stairs next time to my back as
1 got off the elevator.
Sent in by a $rd-floor resident who rawly MM ''"'
elevator and feels that people like you ruin the friendly atmosphere at JMU.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-surYering-and-dying-on-thecross-for-my-sins" pat to Jesus Christ who made
that sacrifice to pay the penalty for my sins so
that 1 can go to heaven.
Sent in by a sopiiomore guy wlio just accepted
God's %ifi last semester and is so thankful and mm
nvryone could know God's love.

Dart...
An "AIDS-is-not-a-joke" dart to the five AST
women who talked and laughed through the
AIDS Walk speakers and prayer Saturday.
Sent in try an embarrassed Greek ivho thittks that
if you're \»rt'nif to be rude at your men fund raiser, you
shouldn 1 wm wur mrorltU letters across your cltest.

ThBravmawtlx rtih ucAi hi C\M*\ md >jaw
TV m-mii'ii. m ilii--.. m " I" ii i i"" ""I1' 'i'1"1 il»"l'iiii"»'.lili*IWWtfli Ktl ' '■
Mad I ' imvl-ilv

IIIIII ■ I I II
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Dukes
vs.
/ Delaware «
Race to the Outback for Outback gift certificates!
Pizza Hut and Legends giveaways at every gamel

A

^mmS^

ah <>rille

NEW

iOOTER
10 YDS
ARBECUE

I'KI ASURE ISLAND
April 4, 2002
tn ill 1 on St ova II Theater
help the fight against children's cancer

STARTING WEDNESDAY

3/27/02

10% OFF MENU OR

ALL YOU CAN EAT |UNCH"BUFFET

RETAIL PURCHASES

H:30 AM UNTIL 2:00 PM

WITH ANY STUDENT ID

WEDNESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY

tickets available on the Warren Patio April 1-4
$4 to watch $3 to play

$6.99
Interstate 81 & Port Republic Road (540) 442-755

THURSDAY MDtfESS AT
01de Mill Village

^tlUs;

<***«**.

Ron, the manager, goes nuts every Thursday (it's not a long trip for Ron).
See, every Friday, he has to report to the owner, who wants to know,
"Are they all rented yet?"
Drives Ron nuts. So every

~\7?*m

Thursday, Ron starts
handing out $100 bills
to any new tenants
completing the leasing process.

$100!
I»II-JKJ<^:

Taking Ron's money is fun!
And I get a great apartment too!'

Is he nuts? Yes!!
And every Thursday, you can get $100 by signing up to live at Olde Mill Village.*
♦Some restrictions apply, check OMV office for details.
11A South Avenue. ^
VAmACKRRAIT,
■rtl)VAM«,H

^

Harrisonbur^

mm www.oldemillvillage.com

^TWAN ACUMEN.

(540) 432-9502
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"Deiizel Washington
because it seemed like it
was unexpected."

OPINION

"Halle Berry because
she was very sincere
and it was her first
Oscar."

Jason Gulak

Alexis Hendrix

freshman, CS

freshman, nursing

"W/io's Oscar?"

"Eric
Engeland
because he had a
moving speech."

^*

ISPOTLIGHTJ

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY'**^ ,tfiwutn»*«

Justin Mathias

Kd Kac/inski

freshman, undeclared

senior, international business

Question: Who gave the best speech at the Oscars?
J.D.

PILAND

FROM THE WIRE

Student protests equality in abuse cases no matter the high profile of defendant
Hit' .llleg.itions surrounding
the Citholic Church still .in? some
I •( the h* litest topics in the news.
The news broke a few weeks
ngo when (ormer Roman Citholic
Rev John). Geoghan was accused
of sexual abuse mat occurred 10
years ago.
After the initial accusation, the
njxirts poured in. While driving to
South Pada1. Texas, I listened to a
tiIk radio station. The host said
more than HO cases had been reported since the initial report in Boston.

It was mind blowing to hear
the number of cases across the
country More than 80 in just a
week, give or take, and they
were from the Catholic Church.
The names of the accused
were released to Boston authorities, the Boston Globe reported,
rather than being kept secret
and allowing the church to conduct its own investigation into
the matter.
The next step should be to
release the names to the public,

regardless of the Reverend's religious affiliation or rank in the
church. They shouldn't have to
register with the state like a convicted sex offender, unless convicted, but doesn't the public
deserve to know that a trusted
member of society is being investigated fur sexual abuse?
The accused should receive
their due process, but it would be
more beneficial fc> e\wyiTie if they
were known. OJ. Simpson was
accused of nutlet and everyone knew

Want to talk about advising? We want to listen.

it. ILnvr-nnlh. r»Hlit»TMiiintt« .;HS
I think Pope John Paul D would
agree with me. He caDed fat "open
arid just procedures *i respond to
complunts in this area"
The clergymen are a very
respected part of the community,
not to mention the church, and
when something like this comes
along, the (act that they are a part erf
the church should not matter.
The Reverend's argument to
keep the investigation private is
that it would be unfair to the victims

and the people in the com m u n i ty.
A member of the church is
a public figure, counsels many
people and undoubtedly has
become friends with many of
them. Because the accused is a
member of the community, he
should be investigated that
way. The church should have
some hand in it. however.
I am not sure I would want
that. I admit I don't know what
exactly would happen, but I
imagine the clergyman would

be stripped of his title, and that is
about it, as far as a physical
penally would go. There, of
course, would be a spiritual punishment, though.
If my child or I were abused
in a such a way by a priest, or
anyone for that matter, I
would prefer something more
than just a stripping of the
priest's title.
Vu> akowt tins fmyami jot The
Northern Star, an tllnkis tonf ;U/*T

bufJXPkmL

Madison Manor

Academic Affairs is launching an Advising Enhancement Initiative
(tome and tell us what you think wc should do lo advise you better
Open Focus Groups on Advising for Students will be held:
Monday.April I, 11-12:30 in Taylor 306
Tuesday, April 2,1 -2:30 in Taylor 404
Wednesday, April 3,2:30-4 in Taylor 300
Thursday, April 4 5:30-7, in Taylor 402
Light refreshment wilt be served

2 & 3 Bedrooms

Can't make it to a Focus Group?
Participate online at
hlip://hlackboard.imu.edu
Login v. I'II your JMU e-mail id and password and click on "Advising iinlunccmcnt Initiative"

Swimming Pool & Tennis Court
FlJNKHOliSER
& ASSOCIATES
P'operly Mandgemenl. Inc

STAFF
STAFF

STAFF
STAFF

STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF

STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF

0/wrcirs
mwrcrs
WWTfrS
iworers
WMTCrS
|flWT€irS
HWrCITS
m«TCirS
IflMTCrS
Hirers
rmran
n/RirfrS
iMflTCrS
fJ*\TCITS
MMTCITS
|WWT£irS
t/RITCrS

n/of«sHop

STAFF

»«*WSMOP STAFF
H/OKK'SMOI-'

STAFF

HOK<UKP STAFF

t/OKtSMop
WOttKSUOP
WORKSHOP
IWMWSMOP
0/ORlfSMOP
WOKfCSUOP
wanxsttop

STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF

H/ORICSMOP

STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF

pKWlfSHOP
nofXSttOP
WOtoCSUOP
n/owfSMoe
VOKXUiOP

STAFF

wiaTaes
tmraes
*/WT€irS
iwwrfrs
iWBTFrS
»/«T€irS
»/WT£rS
|WBT€r$
iflWTCirS
rWWTCrS
»«BT€irs
|W0T€rS
lOOTCrS
IflBTflTS
(rttlTOT*
l«tr€irS
|WWT€rS

HOKXSHOP STAFF
WOIWSMOP STAFF

(WHWSMop
nonxuw
H/o«fSHOP
tlOKfCSMoP
(WtWSMOP
il/oiWSHOP
HO*.<SHOP
IWJWCSMOP

STAFF
STAFF

STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF

IWRITSMOP STAFF

|WWfSHOP STAFF
tKHtfCHUP STAFF
iKWlfSMOP STAFF
IWOIWSMOP STAFF
itfoWSMOP STAFF
(i/oWSMoP STAFF

iwmrcirs
rwtireirs
i«lT€rS
iwircrs
pflHTFrS
(WttTCrS
|W0T£rS
J/WTCITS
ItfKlTCrS
tMarCTS
nwrcirs
iWlTCrS
XKlTFITS
WK<TiK S
»/RIT£rS
HflflTCrS
iWWTCirS

"
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

STAFF

STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF

"

»/WT£rS
pWFTS
iWttTfrS
|WBT€rS
(«IT€rS
iflWTFITS
mWTCIW
iWMrCrS
MHTtm
|WtlTfJrS
IrtWTCrS
imrers
WMTFITS
iWITFrS
»WT€rS
irtBTCTS
pflHTErS
WITCrS

(WXWSMOP STAFF
»»IWSM0P STAFF
H/OlWSMOP STAFF
iWWlfSMoP STAFF
tfOKXUKP STAFF
|WWfSMOP STAFF
fiemKUtoP STAFF
»/OlWSHOP STAFF
HoKUKP STAFF
(WWfSMOP STAFF
»/«WS«OP STAFF
n<*fCutop STAFF
noKtCHKP STAFF
iWRlfSMOP STAFF
|W«lfSMOP STAFF
iWWfSHOP STAFF
|W)WfS«0P STAFF
»/OWfSMOP STAFF

|WtlT€rS
l«IT€rS
tmTtKS
HlKtT€rS
W«r€rS
|«IT€rS
nOTfrS
MITOH
ndnWS
irtWTCrS
*/HT€rS
rmrtrs
rmUKi
WHTflTS
irtttTfJTS
iWiTFTS
l«IT€rS
l«lT€rS

HOKf(UtOP srAFF
pMRifSMOP STAFF
itfOWCSMop STAFF
HWRlfSMOP STAFF
WjCUtoP STAFF
I^OIWSMOP STAFF
tKXXSHOP STAFF
pott/Kuop STAFF
(WOWSHOP STAFF
iWORifSMoP STAFF
I^ORifSMOP STAFF
nmmuF STAFF
IHWWOP STAFF
*K>**UIOP STAFF
HO*<S»OP STAFF
»»RifSM0P STAFF
|*WS»I0P STAFF
(WRifSHOP STAFF

irttlTCITS
iWOTfrS
MITCH'S
waTcrs
iflOTCrS
IWITCR-S

iWlTCTS
MWTCR-S
IWBTCITS
(rtBTtPTS
|«lT€rS
MOTFITS

HWTFITS
MBTCITS
(rtOTClTS
|«IT€rS
iWBTCrS
MflTCITS

info@funkhousermanagement.com

m**<

HOKKSUOP
H/OWCSMOP

(/OftlfSMOP
twmtfMMP
itfoWSMop
p/ORtfSHoP
HOH.KSMOP
^OKKUtof
*/OKtfSHOP
*/ORlfSHOP
P/ORICSUOP

»/ORtfSMOP
f/OWCSWop
KORIfSMOP
n/onifSMOP
f/Oft*SN0P
pWWfMMP

Staff Writer's Workshop
today at 4 p.m.
in The Breeze office
in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
callx8-6127
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
^TAFF
^TAFF
TAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF

434-51!

fWMMHP
r/oxKUtop
I/OMTSMOP
p/OftlfSMOP
itfoiWSHoP
iWHWSMop
(MMWOP
fJonKUKP
^ORifSHOP
f/o*XSHOP
f/ORifSMop
mMMHp
pMnTSHOP
HKHWSMOP
fMfttfSMOP
iWORlfSMOP
(WHWSMOP
|W>lWSHOP

They conquered everything but
death.
Past world rulers like Alexander the Great, Tutankhamen and
Julius Caesar have all had one thing in common: the past.
They're stuck in it. It makes more sense to follow a ruler who
has conquered death...and a world leader who promises to
someday rule the world through peace.
Jesus Christ is that ruler. He claimed to be God, was crucified
for our sins, and then rose bodily from the grave. And he
promises to return to rule over the earth.
Brian Augustine
Chemistry

Mike Dcaion
ISAT

Scoll 1 twii
ChMiibU)

Richard Kobcrds
ISA!

George Baker
ISAT

Doug Dennis
Biolog)

Keid Linn
Special Lducalion

Ron Sonei
Intorniiition S\.tcin^

(iar> Bcatty
Inlemalional Admissions

Trunk Dohem
Institutional Rocaah

Student MTairs

PMrkJI Brcvard
Health Sciences

BUIBvtM
|N\cholog\

( on lev McMullcn

Brian Charettc
Human Resources

OeofEgftkwu
ISA I

Danielle l\mell
i >»niiminK.iiu>n Studies

Roben \\ allers

Dave Chase
Advising & Career
Development

Lou Hedrick
Disahiht) Btfvkei

Mike Renfroe

Bleteg)

Ken Williamson
Marketing

Kevin Cloonan
Political Science

Linda Million
Nursing

Boh Richardson
Accounting

BUI Wood
1 conomics

IMOII

Met lain

Blolog)

Dick ll,tM>
Public Health
Bob lucker
Compuiei Science

Biolog)

Jamts Madison ( hrisium Faculty Fellowship
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LIFESTYLES

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (March 28). You have a natural tendency to be something or an
extremist. This year, you'll learn, about balance. It's not my tor you to see the other
person s point of view, but once you »t<irt seeing it. lit.- will never be the same. You'll
be much stronger.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
j.f
Today is an 8 - You're suppoM.*d
. ** A to be the hero, the OM who res

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today is an 8 - Make pout
A I A schedule first so that you don't
•a 1 Is forgd anything. You'll be picking up speed as the day contin
lies 1. H your experience and imagination to keep up with, and balance, an
■■Mrtiva partntr.

cues the hopeless You're no!
doing it alone. Who*, the angel,
providing exactly what's needed? He or
she may not look like an angel, but you
can tell. Give thankl

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a ft - If you choose to
hide out for | while, you'll be

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
TiKtay is a ft - In order to get one
J|^^\thm^. you may have to Jo w ith^^HFout something else. For you,
* the. is relatively easy. Por somebody you know, it's painful. Be firm
yet compassionate.

forgiven, ihmk about what's
transpired lately, and start drawing up your next set of plans. There are
s«ime revisions you II want to make.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - There will be a
^fr- test. You'll be expected to look
*jP"57 neat and .lean, and answer all
the questions correctly. After
that, party!

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - Is there a song in
your heart? A romantic letter
you ve been meaning to write? A
k
phone call you need to make?
Amazing things can happen through the
power of your words. Act now.

m

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a ft - There's plenty of
work, and the pay is good.
'Trouble is, you might rather be
somewhere else • like home in
bed. Good thing you're tough. Hang
in there.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)

<k'-

_ A Today is a 5 • This time the
Qf y change is something you want.
It s not easy, but you've put up
1
with something for long
enough. Get things at home set up just
right. It's a hassle, but it'll sure be nice
when it's done.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
^^* Today is an 8 • This is a great
. J day to >tart ukin>; (lying k'vM>n>
^K or to sign up for college classes.
J X_ |f yOU want to accomplish a
dream, put money down on it now.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 • They say communication is a function of intention. Yours should be excellent
when you focus on others.
Shelve the criticism and be generous
with the praise. Someone you love needs
to know you care.
Q,

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 - Youve spent more
time thinking about finances in
^J the past week than you did in
the previous month. You know
exactly where the best bargains are. so go
thm- today or tomorrow and get what
you need.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
._ ^^ Today is a 6 - Your planning
,-^ni could finally pay off. You'll be in
^^ \ the right place when opportuni^k»i»V ty knocks. That means more
money into your pocket. Luck has nothing to do with it.

—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS

I "Airplane" star
Robert
5 Lifts and hurls
II Harvest goddess
14 Woodwind instrument
15 Wall ota fortification trench
16 Destiny
17 Neo-Victorian
Welsh designer
19 Notable period
20 Dental filling
21 Hang around
23 Star of "Major
Dad"
26 boom
27 Click beetle
28 Manicurist's concern
31 New Haven campus
32 Lingo
34 Nora's pooch
35 Powerful ruler:
abbr.
36 Keyboard key
37 Timid
38 German region
40 Mr. Ts outfit
42 Neeson of "...The
Phantom Menace"
43 Mottled
45 Without delay
47 Lotion additives
48 Horse breed
49 Lucky charm
51 Chilling
52 Armed conflict
53 Designer-jeans
pioneer
58 Exist
59 Relaxing
60 Writing fluids
61 Craving
62 Kitchen gadget
630n a cruise
1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
7-4. e.g.
Lawyers' grp.
Face in the mirror?
Episodic
Doctors
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6 Class paper
7 Suffering dull
pains
8 Actor Kilmer
9 Soon, in poems
10 Snooping
11 A-line and sheath
designer
12 Epidermal opening
13Arcturus or Rigel
18 Frank or Bronte
22 Simone or Foch
23 Ann of the
Basketball Hall of
Fame
24 Refuse to talk
25 Polo man
26 _ Catalina Island
28 Bill _ and the
Comets
29 Cornell's city
30 Nonclerics
33 Substructure for
plaster
39 Kaiser, e.g.
40 Clear material
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46
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41 Seafarer
42 Cardinal flower
44 Work-shoe protection
46 Upholstery nail
48 Aromatic herb
49 Not home
50 Paddock parent
51 Roundish shape
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54 Marvin or Majors
55 Annapolis grad
56 '50s candidate to
like?
57 High-level DC
gip-

cjvi«*-icattts
Great College Rock with
■*-.
'Faded Stories'
Tuesday
'Shades of Me'
April 2nd
& 'Angel Tears'
The
College EVENT
of the YEAR!

Y\i

ZA

PUB

&

BILLI

ARDS

Wednesday
April 3rd

Straight Outta Kingston, Jamaica
INTERNATIONAL REGGAE SUPERSTAR

EEK A MOUSE'
with special guest DCs reggae sensation

'Soldiers of Jah Army1
Tickets a2
going «**,.
fGet Yours HO

DJ Redemption

Tickets on Sale NQW at Mainstreet
and Plan 9 Music in Harrisonburg

$15.00, 18 and Up!

432.9963

www main street rocks com
All Shows 18 a, up. Unless Otherwise Noted!
Mainstreet Is Perfectly located ai 153 South Mainstreet. downtown Harrisonburg

mi

YOU

enn tm$3.99

all day, eueryday, with J.H.C. card
Wednesday: Iron Lion & the Natty
Lion Reggae Band.
18 & up, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday: Alpine Recess
18 & up, 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: Folk Blues
18 & up, 9:30 p.m.

Fraternities, Sororities, Club's
Rent After Hours for Priuate Parties

433-0606

141 S. Carlton St. (next to Rugged UJearhouse 6 Big Lots)
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Focus

www.thebreeze.org
INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433-1177
Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St.
Ilarrlsonbutg. VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 230 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p m. - 9:30 p.m.

Hometown Music
CIMRS, AMPS, DRUMS,

PA

«M>

Mone - Hww.homrtownmusie.net

Clearance Prices on
Selected 2001 Models
Left-Handed Guitars
& Basses In Stock
Start Hoeri:
10-6 Mm. T«e. Thur. Frl;
10-5 Sit
CUud Hii'ttti,
i. UUi,
434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

New Ibanez models and lover trices
on RG & S-body guitars
g

Zildjian & Sabian cymbals now
40% off list every day

We are now accepting applications for
Program Assistants & Web/Graphic Designers.
Job descriptions are available online:
www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos
and in our office - Taylor 205

New Peering banjo models

For more info call SOS at 568-8157

New Zoom I O-traek
digital recorder only $699
Mackie & Electro Voice PA gear
Laney guitar amps
PA and lighting rentals

X B
The Bluestone
The Yearbook of James Madiaon Universit)

Applications available for the
2002-2003 Editorial Board & Staff

Positions available:
Position descriptions available with applications
Creative Director
Copy Editor
Section Designers
Section Photographers
Section Producers
Section Writers

Applications, cover letter and resume
due in The Bluestone office, Anthony-Seeger 217,
by Monday, April 1 at 5 p.m.
Applications can be p.ci.0

up

ot the Bluesrone office. AnmonySeeger loom 217

Questions? Call Sally or Allison at x86541.

THURSDAY, MARCH

i- Laugh it up
Funnies soon to come
by comedian Dave
Chappelle.

TV LLi

BY LIZA BACERRA

staff writer

A charged atmosphere of
crowds of young people bouncing to hip-hop encircle a dancer
busting out windmills, head
spins and flares. These are not
things that immediately come to
mind when thinking about little
ole' Harrisonburg.
The Breakdancing Club will
host "Circles." its third annual
hip-hop event tomorrow in
Godwin Gymnasium.
"'Circles' is an excellent way
to experience true hip-hop (rom
the roots of its undergrounds."
said senior Hill Bechtler. vice
president of the club and the

main coordinator of "Circles."

Although far from urban
influences such as New York
City, the birthplace o( breakdancing, "Circles" nonetheless will represent the four
elements of hip-hop, according to Bechtler.
"The four elements of hiphop: breakdancing (the Bboys and B-girls), rhyming
(the emcees), graffUi artists
(the writers) and turntablists
(the deejays) make up real
hip-hop, and that is what
'Circles' is all about."
According to Bechtler, "The
name 'Circles' comes from the
circle formation the crowd forms

"Fiction brings to mind imagination and adventure; nonfiction brings... non-imagination and non-adventure,
which is exactly what I'm 'non-looking' for ..."

Sea story below

B-boys 'n emcees
beat to annual show
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ZAK SALIH

sophomore
See story MMI

BRIAN HMXJ'iaflph*i>nrut*er

TOP LEFT, sophomore Julie StOMMl breaks H down. TOP RIGHT, freshman Phil Yudson shows his
moves. MIDDLE, senior Hill Bechtler DJ'S for the Breakdanclng Club. BOTTOM LEFT, freshman
Anand Kao dances for a crowd. BOTTOM RIGHT, junior Colin Carpenter focuses on his skills.

around a breakdancer; il also
refers to the big power moves
the breakdancer performs.''
"Circles" originated as a
desire of some members of
the Breakdancing Club to
hold battles with local
Virginia breakdancing crews.
In "Circles'" first year, 150
people attended the event.
The phenomenon grew by
the second year, with more than
600 people in attendance. The
event drew notable names such
as Kujo of Soul Control (a professional breakdancing crew)
and Crumbs of Style Elements
Crew to judge the breakdancing
battle and Freestyle, formerly of

New York rap group Arsonists
and Realizm of Harrisonburg to
judge the emcee battle. The
breakdancers battled for a $450
prize, and the emcees battled for
a $100 prize and a gold-plated,
engraved microphone trophy.
This year, the Breakdancing
Club expects to draw an even
larger crowd. Using the same
format as last year, "Citcles" will
feature two competitions, breakdancing and emcee/freestyle,
which is a rap battle.
They will be judged in a
series of rounds, culminating
in final battles within each
division. The first-place winner of the breakdancing battle

wins a $1,000 prize, while the Marlon from Havikoro, Tony
winner of the emcee/freestyle Bones of Step Fiendz, Freestyle
event will win $100 and a of Arsonists and Shibazz the
Disciple of both the Grave
gold microphone.
Diverse sponsors ranging Diggaz and Wu-Tang Clan.
from local to national busi- These judges will have a chance
nesses help to fund this event to show off their own >kill>
by either donating money or throughout the night, proving
prizes. Sponsors include they have earned their right to
Alley Cats Tattoos, Prosound judge a freestyle contest.
Alter the competition, the
Stage and Lighting, Plan 9,
WXJM 88.7 FM (JMU's cam- dance floor is open to all breakpus radio station). Music "R" dancers and anyone who
Us, as well as Kulture in. wants to learn.
Admission to "Circles" costs
Richmond. Tribal Gear in
California, Vibe Magazine and $5 and all proceeds go to the
Boys and Girls Club of
Comfort Inn.
The special guests, who will Harrisonburg and Rockingham
judge this year's battles are County. Doors open at 6 p.m

Chappelle to bring comic relief Non-fiction:
Bland or Bold?
BY JENNIFER SURFACE

style editor
What better day than
April F<x>l's to take in a dose
of comic relief? Comedian
Dave Chappelle will perform
Monday in Wilson Hall at 8
and 10:30 p.m.
The 8 p.m. show is sold out,
and 340 tickets still were available for the 10:30 p.m. show as
of Wednesday morning.
According to senior Brent
Mullins, University Program
Board director of variety
entertainment, Chappelle's
expert delivery is what gives
him a comedic edge. "I've
seen his stand-up before, and
it's absolutely hilarious,"
Mullins said.
Chappelle is best known
for his lead role in "Half

Baked" (1998). a humorous
account of (our marijuanasmoking friends. He starred
in and co-wrote the movie's
screenplay
with
Neal
Brennan as a tribute to
Cheech and Chong.
Chappelle has appeared
in 12 other movies including
Robin Hood: Men in Tights"
(1993), "Nulty Professor"
(1996), "Con Air" (1997),
"Blue Streak" (1999) and
"Screwed" (2000). His most
recent film endeavor is
"Undercover Brother," which
will be released May 31.
Chappelle's comedic talent, however, is not limited to
the
silver
screen.
The
Washington,
D.C.
native
attended the Duke Ellington
School of thePerforming Arts

and earned approving laughs
as a stand-up comedian in
East Coast clubs as a teenager.

-66He combines elements
of older comedians so
successfully at a
young age.
— Brent Mullins
L'PB director of variety entertainment

-*5
Now 29, he has been
referred to as "the youngest
old-school comic out there,"
according to the Richard De

La Font Agency, an entertainment-booking
company
(www.delafont.com).
He has shared the stage
Is it because I'm reminded
with comedians Richard of textbooks or is it the linPryor, David Letterman, gering memory of struggling
Whoopi Goldberg, Arsenio through a biography of
Hall and Garry Shandling, Norman Schwartzkopf for a
among others.
high school English presenta"He combines elements of tion that makes me wince
older comedians so successfully whenever I hear the word
at a young age," Mullins said.
"non-fiction?"
"('Half Baked'] is such a
big cult hit in the college
scene," Mullins said. He
explained that UPB selected
Chappelle because of his
appeal to a young crowd.
Sophomore Evan Schwartz,
who plans to attend the late
show, said, "He has an appeal
(o a wide range of audiences.
sir HUMOR, yage 15

figured out why: It makes me
feel intellectual.
This is not a mediocre,
novice intellectual we're
talking about, but a deeprooted, blood-oath member
of the intelligentsia. Holding
those (often times) hefty volumes on Greek and Roman

All Things
Literary

by senior writer
Zak Salih

'We Get Live'
Andrew Thunder and Steve
Dawson of Virginia
Coalition performed at
Wilson Hall Sunday night.
The University Program
Board, MUI 422 (Concert
Production and Promotion)
and SMAD 304 (Advanced
Digital Audio Production)
worked together to put on
the concert and record ft
for possible release In digital and audio formats.
Virginia Coalition, nicknamed -VACO" by lt» tana,
la originally from
Alexandria and has
appeared with such bands
as Dave Matthews Band,
Train, Live, Fuel, Pat
McGee Band, Slater Hazel.
O.A.R.. Nine Days and
Guster.

DAVE KlM/wniir i*<*frtiphrr

I'll be perfectly honest in history, American presidents
saying that I never really and trickle-down economics,
cared lor non-liction. Even makes me feel like a reader
now. when penning a weekly who reads not for the petty
column about books forces cause of entertainment but
me to accept fiction's oppo- for the more noble cause "I
site with open arms, I still learning. If I had some small,
can't get over the connotation wire-rimmed glasses, a pipe
of non-liction as boring. The jutting from a crinkled corner
of my mouth and a decanter
word itself implies horror.
Ficlion brings to mind of brandy next to me, I'd be
imagination and adventure; HI, an intellectual in every
non-fiction brings
non- sense of the word.
Is it bad, though, that 1
imagination and non-adventure, which is exactly what feel this way about non-fiction?
Is it bad that I fear it
I'm "non-looking" for when
picking up a book. 1 think of the way a child fears a long,
small print, impossibly com- thick needle glistening with
plicated information and the promise of the painful
subjects that all too often Injection to come? Perhaps 1
nol
make
my
make you wonder who should
metaphor so severe, considwould be interested in readering
I
have
been
taking
ing them. (Someone actually
look the time to write a 500 baby-steps towards the enorpage book about the social mous realm ol literary fact.
I've been reading one or
patterns of butterflies?)
And yet now more than two non-fiction books a year
ever I'm being drawn towards — slender ones with topics
the non-fiction books in my that interest me like comparfather's den. in the library, in alive religion and global polthe bookstore, and I think I've
il I \fl■Hl.StlMl\(. w M
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Mediocre movies:
Hollywood politics!
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BY DRI-W SHLUON

Tufts D.iih

CALHOUN'5

IVi>pk' hilch .lKxil it .til 'I*'
tmx\ Why do Kid thinp- happen

Todd Si hliibni hi Thurida>

lo good people? And wh) dogood

The Highlawn Pavilion
College Ladies Ni£hti Thursday
QlOl Ladies Nighti Saturday

Marnr+ree* bar < gr'\([
The Lost Rebels with guest Calf Mt. Jami
Saturday f 10 Adv.. Il2 Door

The ^rrful diodgeJr
Open Mic. Poetry trading) Tuesday 7i3o p.m.
Acoustic Cafet Wednesday 8 p.m.

The Little Grill
Higher Heights & Foundation Stonei Thursday
9 p.m. *5
Colonel Catastrophe £> Big Dipper and the Free
Union Boysi Friday S p.m. IS

AiiUnt
Karaokei Thursday 9i30 p.m.
Mirag'et Friday 9i30 p.m.
Mirag'ei Saturday 9:30 p.m.
Free Pool all day-all night: Sunday
Open Mike Nighti Monday
Karaokei Tuesday 9 p.m.

Finnigan's Cove
John Fritsi Thursday 10 p.m.
Todd Srhlebathi Friday 10 p.m.
Jimmy Oi Tuesday 10 p.m.
William Waltersi Wednesday 10 p.m.

Jimmy Oi ThursdayFull Basketball coveragei Saturday (3 Monday

Meet your new styfe editors,
Brema and Alison, at the Style
Writers' meeting
Tuesday. Apri 2 at 5 p.m

Harland Williams. Barry Watson and Michael Rosenbaum go
undercover as sorority sisters In the comedy "Sorority Boys."

'Dude looks like a lady'
BY JI SS HANI BURY

contributing writer
Those expecting Wallace
Wolotl.lrsky's film, "Sororit)
llovs." lobe of Ocscar-winning
quality .ire the same people
who are going to a rugby game
If mm about manners. Sure,
grogC-OUt humor can be refercd to .is a ' i hi'.ip laugh," yel
DlOgl college students probably would agree thai II this
point in their lives, anything
i- .i good thing.
'Sorority Hoys" is a light comed) about cuya In drag trying
to clear their names of theft.
Sodal chairs of Kappa
Omkion Kappa, (to gel that
|olct> .unsiilcr their letter shirtsl
Adam (Michael Rosenbaum).
Dave (Barry Watson, of "7lh
I leaven") and Doofer (Harland
William*, Half Baked"), are
thrown out of their fraternii\
alter being accused of stealing
the funds for the annual
KOKlail part]
In order to get back into
the house, they dress up at
sorority girls and are thrown
out of the parly in a KOK ritu
al referred to as "dog catch
ing " The guys are tossed onto
the step* of ihe Delta Omkion
I lamina sorority house full of
liltert who physically meel
the standards of their greek
initials (IXX,)
I lie guys in drag" theme
has been done time and again,
but like a war or vampire
movie, if it's done right there
always room for one more
Guys and giri*alike an appreciate the humor of Ihe three

"SORORITY BOYS"
STARRING:
BARRY WATSON,
HARLAND WILLIAMS
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:
94 MINUTES

macho frat members getting
excited about finding dresses
in their size, perfect lipstick
for Ihe parly or handbags
that go with their favorite
heels, while the awkwardness of group showers also
adds to the laughs.
Watson's transition from
"pretty boy" to "pretty girl"
keeps the audience laughing,
while Rosenbaum's hysterical
Itrugglaa With being leased b)
frat brothers who used to idol
ize them is a great twisl.
Williams, a side-kick character.
is a major strength to Ihe
movie's humor He is an awk
ward character as a male, so
pretending lo be Ihe oppposite
sex is even funnier. The movie is
highly enjoyable and a great
hrv.ik from reality.
•!•• A ioi-t* rtvistv kay
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tNnfl rupix-n toKKI mOVW
Summer after summer,
year alter year, movie tfudiOB
put out formulaic romances,
low-brow action links and
moronic
comedies.
Bad
movies, sequels, remakes,
spinoffs, imitations and m€
like keep our alr-condltioned
movie nouses full and OUI
film critics cringing
Everyone notices the
trend, though they may not
agree on its cause. Studios
keep churning out ch.irmless
wastes of inn.' like "Miss
Congeniality" and "Speed 2:
Cruise Control" — nol to
pick on Sandra Bullock instead of supporting more
dramatic and artistic work.
To twist the knife a bit, studios then make bad Mquelfl
instead of attacking bold
ntw material.
With rare exceptions (such
as the "Terminator" KrtCfl),
the original film usually is
better than the sequel, even it
the original was horrible.
You're welcome to try lo disagree, but Ihe examples are
so numerous that it's not
worth arguing about.
I low about "Mannequin" vs.
"Mannequin 2: On the Move?"
Or "Sister Act" v>. "Sifter Act t
Back in the Habit?" And all nostalgic respect to "Mannequin"
aside, this applies to good
movies, too, not just dreck
"Father of the Bride" {the Steve
Martin version, and yes, I realize
that it's a remake) deserves all
the praise you can think lo heap
on it. "Father of the Bride Part
II," on the other hand, deserves
nothing. Please don't watch it.
While these sequels may
stink, they at least followed
reasonably successful originals. Money motivates studio executives just as it does
anyone else earning a living
off of entertainment. If the
upcoming crop of releases
looks dismal, making a
sequel to a profitable movie
just to rake in some cash

makes sense, even if it doesn't justify making a rotten,]
lifeless film.

So the sin deepens: why
make bad sequels to bad
movies? It's bad enough to '
follow up good work with
tripe, but why subject the
public to multiple "Mortal
Kombat" or "Weekend at
BernleV installments?
Don't start patting yourself
on the back. Studios continue to
make sequels because people
continue to pay for them.
Because you continue to pay for
them. They made two sequels
to "Mortal Kombat" because
tin original w.is profitable.
It's the basic ecology of
movies. Studios want to
make money. Therefore,
mo\ i.'s evist because the studio thinks they will be profitable. If no one had seen the
first "Mortal Kombat," there
would have been no sequels.
And don't claim that you
wish things were different but
that the American public has
poor taste in film. You cannot
blame the uncultured "public"
for bad movies (or bad musu
or anything else) because you
are the American public.
American entertainment
is a capitalist market. If you
don't like the movies in*theaters, don't go see one anyw.iv, don't go see one at all.
Call it voting with your
wallet, call it voting with
your feet, call it not wasting
your money, but don't
encourage moviemakers to
release films that you don't
want to see. The theaters
don't have a monopoly on
entertainment. There are so
many things to do in the
world that you should never
have to settle for something
that you expect to waste
your time.
This is why "Gladiator" won
Best Picture. This is why "The
Past and the Furious" did so
well. This is why Jerry
Bruckheimer can get away with
producing
"Armageddon,"
"Coyote Ugly" and "Pearl
I larlxir." People like it, peop
S«Y
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Delicatessen

Celebrate Graduation with Brooklyn's!
10% Discount on any
Catering orders placed
before April 20th
Specialty Sub Platters
3" & 6" Subs
ABC on

434-5150

2035 51 E. Market St. • Next to the ABC store • 433-4090
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Mason Summer Term
liarn credit while you're home for the summer.
(Jcorge Mason offers more than 700 courses

in three sessions.

0

Session A

May20-June25

Session B
Session C

May 28-July 23
July 1 August 6

Also, look for our current events seminars
and special topics courses on community and
world affairs.
for more information contact us at (703) 9932343, by e-mail summer(a;gmu.edu or visit
us on the web at http://summcr.gmu.edu
J

f
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on track to gradual.
What should I do?

George Mason University

Will Brenda get the credit hours she needs to change her major? Can Bobby accept the internship and attend classes? Will you return to school
in the fall with the same number of credits or, with a few extra hours earned this summer?Tune in to find out in Summer Term at Mason'
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Experimenting with new genre
EXPERIMENTING, from page U
-itics, the equivalent of small
sips from a plastic cupful of
nasty cough syrup. Last
December
I
read
Joe
Eszterhas' Bill Clinton satire.
"American Rhapsody," and
finished it completely disappointed, thinking that it was
too hilarious and absurd to
count as true non-fiction.
I think it is perfectly normal to look at non-fiction
books with trepidation so
long as you give it a generous chance. Even if you have
to pretend thai reading nonfiction somehow enhances
your intellect the way a parent will blend aspirin with
ice cream, you'll find that
non-fiction isn't so bad.
After all. everything you
read about (if it is honest,
factual non-fiction) has happened; take comfort in the

fact that you read about the
American Revolution, World
War II and Vietnam from the
comfort of your
own
chair/bed/bathroom instead
of living it in the fields,
trenches and jungles.
Shrug away notions of
"knowing how the story
ends" and understand, like I
am beginning to, that sometimes the most important
lessons to be gleaned from
history are not those learned
at the end of a crisis but
those learned during one.
I remember over the summer during my tenure at the
bookstore
where
David
McCullough's "John Adams"
was a hot-selling book, leaving
the shelves so fast that more
had to be ordered in the span of
a week. I remember wondering,
what was so special about a
book concerning the second

president? Did he have dark,
insidious political machinations no one knew about until
now or was this merely a fictionalized take on Adams' life,
where he picks up a hefty rifle,
blasts a hole through his rival
Jefferson, becomes president
and goes home to make passionate, "Basic-lnstincf'-esque
love to Abby Adams?
Then I found out that
"John Adams" was nothing
more than a newly praised
biography and my heart
sank. Many of my customers
and colleagues talked about
the book so much that I felt
out of the literary loop, praying for the ability to touch the
spine of "John Adams" and,
through the wonderful magic
of osmosis, understand what
everyone was talking about.
Yet now I realize that while
this gift of osmosis would be

neat, I probably wouldn't get
the chance to enjoy recklessly running my finger along
the spines of a shelf of books
until my brain swelled to the
point of bursting.
If I don't enjoy reading
something, then I should
either leam to enjoy it through
toltrailCC or stay as far away
from it as possible. I don't
want to stay away from nonfiction, though, despite my
child-like animosity. I'm slow
ly learning to read the non-fiction books I like and branching out from there. Hey, that's
how it worked with fiction.
If it weren't for experimentation, I probably still
would be reading stacks of
comic books without ever
reading some of the authors
and works that I have read.
All it takes is time, tolerance
and a willingness to learn.

Survivors 'take back the night'
SURVIVORS, from page 1
Virginia
Commonwealth
University. She helped write
much of the sexual assault
protocol for Virginia's institutions of Higher Education
and currently is employed at
the Virginia Correctional
Center for Women.
Mills was chosen to speak
due to both his business and
personal connections to the
issue. As a secondary survivor, Mills was directly
affected by sexual assault
and spoke about this experience.
Mills also said that his
presence represented "a
renewed commitment of
the SGA to work on these
issues of sexual assault and
campus safety."
The Speak Out was the
most emotionally charged
segment of the evening.
Junior Lisa Nixon said it
was "a very powerful and
moving event."
Many students shared
their stories with hundreds of
strangers who all came
together for a common cause.
Andrea Sarate, assistant coordinator of the Women's
Resource Center, said it was

"finding reclaiming power
through sharing, recognizing,
claiming, validating and nil
ing awareness." The night
ended with a candlelight
march around campus and a
poem recitation.
In conjunction with Take
Back the Night was the
Clothesline Project. Much
like Take Back The Night, it
was a way for people to
express their feelings about
sexual assault, but in a much
less public way.
Anyone in the JMU or
Harrisonburg
community
was eligible to make a shirt
for The Clothesline Project to
display with an option of
anonymity.
One shirt read, "I wisb 1
could tell my story, but it's still
too difficult. I want to break
the silence. I'm trying to break
the silence ... I'm trying."
According to research conducted by the Office of Sexual
Assault Prevention, one in
four JMU women will be sexually assaulted before she
graduates. Events such as
Take Back the Night and the
Clothesline Project are both
events held in hopes to
decrease this statistic.
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Sophomore Charlotte Green looks at tee shirts made by sexual assault survivors and their friends and families. All students
are Invited to contribute. The Clothesline Project Is being held
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. March 27-28 In PC BaKroom.
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Movie biz dissected
MOVIE, from page U
-le want it, people pay for it.
Don't fool yourself into think
in>; that the entertainment
business isn't about money. It
may not be about money
alone, but it's still a business.
And it's quite a business. So
long as people like breasts,
explosions and bad acting,
Hollywood will be happy to
oblige It takes a lot less time to
come up with those than to
make something good and it's a
lot less risky.
I don't blame the studios or
the producers for making bad
movies any more than I blame
the record industry for the
debatable quality of pop nuisit
Studios make bad movies for

the same reason that people
keep their money in banks. Who
wants to take a huge risk when
his livelihood is on the line?
Stop picturing Hollywood as
an evil, leering behemoth and
start realizing that it's just a mirror the size of a movie screen.
The big names may have
enough money to market the
hell out of anything they
want, but I blame the consumer for being dumb
enough to buy it.
The bottom line: Don't settle
for something bad when you
know it's bad ... and if you do
settle, at least stop complaining.
If you voted for the wrong side,
I'm not about to listen to any
whining about the results.

Humor hits Wilson
HUMOR, from page 13
He's not too dirty, so he can
appeal to kids and he's goofy,
which is also a plus. He kind of
reminds me of a next-generation Chris Rock."
The unscnpted freedom of
stand-up comedy acts is another
drawing point for students.
"You definitely see a different side of a comedian in stand
up than in a movie," senior
Ryan Travis said. "They can be
themselves
more."
Travis
obtained a ticket to the 8 p.m.
show through friends who waited in line for two hours.
Chappelle's strikingly funny
performances in "Robin Hood:
Men in Tights" and "Nutty
Professor" are what draws
Inn i1- bo the show, he said.
April Fool's Day is a fitting
date to schedule a comedy act,
even though the match is coincidental, according to senior Mike
Moutenot, UPB director of
media and public relations.
Some students expressed
concern that the event falls tin
the same night as the NCAA
men's basketball championship.
"It was a major blunder for
UPB to schedule Dave
Chappelle on the same night
as the national championship.
1 know that if my (University
of Maryland) Terps are playing. I won't be in attendance,"
MM
senior
Michael
<. rosnicker, who waited in line
for two-and-a-half hours to get

tickets to the early show.
UPB usually schedules one
comedy event each year. Past
comedy acts include "Saturday
Night
Live"
personalities
Darrell Hammond (December
2000), Jim Breuer (April 1999),
Norm MacDonald (March 1998)
and Chris Rock (April 1997).
Rock's performance in the
Convocation Center attracted
2,000 fans — the largest turnout
for a |MU comedy event.
A second Chappelle show
was added at Wilson , Hall
instead of moving the event to
the larger-capacity Convocation
Center to avoid a complicated
ticket exchange process and to
maintain an atmosphere where
comedian and audience are in
close proximity to one another,
Moutenot Mid.
Mullins said, "(Wilson Hall]
is a much more intimate venue
for a comedian."
Tickets for the 8 p.m. show
went on sale Feb. 18 and sold
out in an hour — the quickest
sale of a comedy event at |MU
ever, according to Mullins.
After confirming Chappelle's
availability and willingness to
perform a second show, UPB
began selling late show tickets
on March 14.
Tickets may be puiChaNd
for $10 at the Warren Hall Box
Office until Friday or for $14 at
the door. Doors open at 7 p.m.
for the early show and at 10
p.m. for the late show.
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
MOVING HELP I HIS'WAREHOUSE HELPERS
MAY-SEPTEMBER • NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING

Sunday & Monday
9:00 pm - 1:00 am

Wednesday, Friday
Saturday, Sunday
THF TRADITION CONTINUES

—

—

Coupon
—
—

—

—

—

—

_j

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING I
SINGLE BREADSTICKS U
2 LITER PEPSI
B

$8.?9_ __°f
433-4800

> .<*

373 N. Mason St.

i& Thursday-Saturday Open Until 3 a.m.

f

Sunday-Wednesday Open Until 1 a.m.

NEW STUFF OUT NOW.'

ANDREW WK
I Gel Wei
ON SALE S999 CD

AVANT
Ecslacy
ON SALE SI3 99 CD

DOWN
Down II
ON SAIL 51J 99 CD

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY @ Grafton Stovall Theatre
11:30 PM Tuesday, April 2, 2002

Top Sellers include. O Bioihei Whme Art TbM NFHI) innifio GI.K i.idir.iis Noun Jones
Nippy Root* Alsnln MwtiMtt* Mn, J Bilge Fn Jos Remj Shind John Miyor
_And You Will Know Us By the TiHI Of Ihe n- in ind mote

434-9999
1790-96 E. MARKET STREET
n Kroger Shopping Center)

FREE ADMISSION while passes last*

NtW 4. USED

jpp!
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LUT1N BIFOtl YOU MITI
IN MAQRISONBURG WITH STORES IN
HARLOTTESVIL..E AND RICHMOND I
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"If I get a chance to practice everyday. I don't
think there's a guy I can't beat. But you
always have to go out there thinking that."

■ Next stop: Atlanta
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Four teams head to Atlanta this weekend
to battle for the NCAA title. Sophomore
Chris Bast gives his analysis of the games.

SETH CAMERON

red-shirt junior, wrestler

se* story below

••* dory below
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WRESTLING

Final Four
'welcomed
to Atlanta'
BY CHRIS BAST

<g>vi
\Seth Cameron took CAA title in 165-pound weight class, then headed to NCAAs
BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer
Red-shirt junior
Seth
Cameron is one of the most
honest athletes you'll ever
meet. When asked about his
underdog status going into
the NCAA wrestling tournament last weekend, the 165pound junior didn't hesitate
in his response.
"I didn't really think I was
an underdog," Cameron said.
"But then you draw the No. 3
seed, and it goes to your nerves.
You go from only a few people
coming out to watch all of a
sudden to 12,000 fans cheering.
One-thousand people alone
came out just to watch my guy
(Oklahoma State University's
Tyrone l.ewis)"
Although Cameron, who
finished the season 18-5 and
placed first in the 165-pound
weight class at the Colonial
Athletic
Association
Tournament, lost his match
with Lewis and eventually
bowed out of the tournament
with a loss to Purdue
University's Oscar Santiago,
the fact remains that he is still
one of the most talented
wrestlers in the state of
Virginia. Just ask his coach,
|eff "Peanut" Bowyer, who
said that when he was
recruiting Cameron out of
high school, there definitely
were
AilAmerican aspirations
from the outset.
"Seth is an
outstanding talent,"
Bowyer
i
said. "We chose
to recruit him
because
he
was one of
the best
wrestlers in
the state,
and we felt
he could
definitely
help
this
program in
getting to the
next level."
Wrestling
always has
been
in
Cameron's blood;
his father Bill began
teaching his son the
basics from an early
age. However, it
wasn't until high
school that Cameron
began to realize his
true potential, winning the Virginia
AAA State Championship during his
senior
year at
Stonewall
Jackson
High
School
in

DAVE KIM/
senior phlovrupher

L

Manassas, proving that he
could indeed step out from the
shadow of his father.
"You always have that
concern as a college coach
when an athlete is coached
by a parent, that the parent
will come in and try to influence your staff," Bowyer
said. "However in Bill's
case, we knew he was one of
the best coaches in Virginia.
"He has been very supportive
throughout this
whole process. He's given us
insight when we needed it.
He's been more of an asset to
us than a liability."

-66
I didn't really think I
was an underdog. But
then I draw the No. 3
seed, and it goes to
your nerves.
— Seth Cameron
red-shin junior, wrestler

-99And according to Bowyer,
Cameron hasn't strayed too
much from his high school
wrestling style.
"As a tribute to his father
.ind the coaching he received,
he's changed very little,"
Bowyer said. "If there is one
thing thtl has changed, it's that
he's become a much stronger
wrestler He's become a lot
more physical on the mat, but
that's probably just a part of the
maturity process."
Cameron, though, has a
slightly different take on his
wrestling development.
"They're both different
wrestlers," Cameron said in reference to the comparison
between his father and Bowyer.
"My dad was a little more
defensive, and depended a lot
more on throws. Coach Bowyer
is more offensive. He's taught
me to open myself up and just
go a little more. I think I've gotten better at the little things 1
used to do in high school."

A wrestler and a leader
Junior Dave Colabella,
who like Cameron, represented the Dukes at the NCAA
tournament in Albany, not
only sees Cameron as a great
wrestler, but a great leader.
Colabella said he feels that
Cameron's attitude carries
him a long way on the mat
and with his teammates.
"Sometimes Seth refers to

himself as the self-proclaimed
baddest man alive or the greatest show on earth," Colabella
said. "We all know that he's
just joking, but how can you
not follow someone with
enough guts to say that? He's a
good leader because he's been
around so long. He knows
what he's talking about.
"With us <the Dukes), we
ended up losing three or four
guys who would have done
well here and that do well now
at other schools," Colabella
added, referring to the loss of
athletes due to last year's cuts
made to the athletics budget.
"Him staying shows how loyal
he really is. "
Cameron said the reason he
stayed despite the financial fiasco was because JMU is where
he belongs.
"I feel lucky to have an
opportunity to go to school
here," Cameron said. "Coach
Bowyer made a lot of sacrifices
for me in the past and all my
friends are here.
"I also felt like if I left I
might be abandoning my
teammates. I actually like
coaching more than wrestling,
and I wanted to stick around
to help these guys develop."
Colabella added, "Just the
guys around Seth's weight class
are that much better because
they get to work out with him. I
definitely think that coaching is
a good area for him. "

High expectatia
tions
As for next season,
Bowyer has high expectations
for Cameron, both in the regular season and the NCAA
tournament.
"It's a funny tournament
(the NCAAs)," Bowyer said.
"Coming from the CAA
(Colonial
Athletic
Association), you have to
earn your position. The better
people you're exposed to and
the better your health, the
better your confidence will
be. I expect him to come back
focused and mentally and
physically prepared to reach
the goals he set for himself."
Cameron said he thinks
that as long as he's healthy,
he should be able to be at
least as good next year as he
was this year.
"My only goal is to be
healthy before nationals,"
Cameron said. "My knees hurt
so bad before nationals this
year. I feel if I'm healthy (in the
future), the sky's the limit.
"If 1 get a chance to practice everyday, 1 don't think
there's a guy I can't beat. But
you always have to go out
there thinking that."

Seth Cameron's Career
Sophomore
Freshman:
• 15-13 overall record
•Wrestled in 3 different
weight classes (149 lb,
157 1b, 1651b)
• Placed 3rd in CAA
tournament
• Placed 5th in State
Championships

• Team-high 27 wins (27-12

Junior:

overall), tied for 14th all-time • won 165 lb class at
JMU single season record

Millersville Tournament

•Went 5-1 in Navy Classic,

• Finished 3rd at CAA

finishing 3rd

Tournament, earned wild

• 18-6 overall record
• 5-0, 1st place at 165 lb class at
CAA Tournament (earned NCAA

card berth to NCAAs

Tournament bid)

• 0-2 in NCAAs

• 0-2 In NCAA Tournament

STTI'HANH. NU.SON,ywjrfH« i niitor

contributing writer
Welcome to Atlanta, where
the playas play. This weekend
Atlanta, Ga., home to the NCAA
Final Four, should ask Ludacris
permission to use his newest
phrase as its basketball motto.
Indeed, players from the East
Coast, America's breadbasket
and the Moosier state all will
come to Atlanta to play basketball with the goal of being
crowned national champions.
The action on the court this
weekend will feature some
familiar faces: the University of
Maryland is back in the Final
Four for the second year in a
row after winning the Atlantic
Coast Conference regular season title and validating its
return to the elite of college basketball. The University of
Kansas is not quite as familiar a
face to the Final Four as of late,
but coach Roy Williams and the
Jayhawks have been to 13
straight tournaments, including
two trips to the Final Four in
1991 and 1993.
There also will be a few relative newcomers to the glitz and
hype that is college basketball's
shining moment. Coach Kelvin
Sampson has his University of
Oklahoma team to its first Final
Four in 14 years. Indiana
University is perhaps the most
storied program in this year's
Final Four. But until this year, it
hadn't been to even a Sweet 16
since 1994, and its last Final
Four appearance was in 1992.
Despite the action of the past
two weeks, there actually is
method to the madness and
with two No. I seeds, a No. 2
seed and a No. 5 seed thrown in
for good measure, this tournament looks to have ultimately
played out somewhat like it
was supposed to. So with no
further ado, here is a final look
at the Final Four.
Indiana and Oklahoma pose
an interesting matchup in the
first semifinal Saturday Most
people expected
to see
Oklahoma
against
Duke
University, but instead the
Sooners are going to face a
tough Indiana squad. Indiana
coach Mike Davis has brought
his team a long way from last
year's opening-round loss to
Kent State University, but as
tough as it's been for the
Hoosiers, it's going to be even
tougher with the injury to Tom
Coverdale. The point guard reinjured a sprained left ankle late
in the victory over Kent State
last weekend. Coverdale was
the South Region Most Valuable
Player and, depending on his
health, could bo a major factor
in Indiana's attempt to hang
with the Big 12 champs.
Oklahoma is coming out of
the toughest region in the tournament and advanced to the
Final Four after knocking off
conference rival University of
Missouri in the Flite Fight.
The story for this game will
be whether or not Tom
Coverdale can contribute. But
even if Coverdale was 100 percent, the Hoosiers don't really
have much of a chance. Sure
they beat Duke and they rained
down 15 threes against Kent
State, but Oklahoma is just too
strong The Sooners finished
the regular season winning
nine of their last 10 games, won
the Big 12 tournament and
cruised through the toughest
region on their way to the Final
Four. The only hope for Indiana
is to try and run the floor to
wear down Oklahoma and get
big-time points in transition
and off threes. Oklahoma's
weakness is their depth and if
Aaron McGhee gets in early
foul trouble down low, watch
out for Indian.} to go inside
more to Jared Jeffries which
will open up the 3-point shot.
Bottom line: 1 lollis Price and
the Sooners will be able to shut
down Oklahoma's weekend
s«v PRICE, page 17
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Price should lead Sooners to promise land
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hukcourt ,ind harass the
Hooriif ball handlers Without
Coverd.ik', Indiaru will have to
rebound better than the more
athleticSoonon togri the ball in
the open court ITI transition, but
that's not going to happen.
In the other semifinal
match up it's the battle of the
Williams coaches as Roy's
Kansas squad meets Gary's
Maryland Terrapins. Kansas is
hungry. Roy Williams is hungry. The )ayhawks haven't
won a national championship
since the year before Roy
Williams took the helm and
turned the Kansas program
into one of the greatest teams
in college basketball, albeit
NCAA Tournament under-

Baseball beats George
Washington, 7-4
I IK- Diamond Dukes
defeated
the
George
Washington University 7-4
Wednesday.
Sophomore
centertielder Kurt Isenberg
went three (or five, blasting
three hommins. Red-shbl
limior outfielder Travis
Ebaugh and junior first
baseman Eddie Kim also
homered for the Dukes,
who improved to 19-6.
Softball beats Lafayette
College
The Dukes defeated \ is
iting Lafayette College 6-5
[ueaday to improve to 139. Freshman Lisa Perdew
-Hired the winning run
from third base on a wild
pitch in the seventh
inning. Freshman Nikki
Dunn earned a no decision through si\ innings,
striking out five.

achieves. After a first round
scare from No. 16-seed College
of the Holy Cross, KaiUMI
proved that it wasn' tdestnuJ
for another early exit with a
20* point beating of Stanford.
The Jayhawks then managed
to upend a talented University
of Illinois squad and Pacific
Athletic Conference champion
Oregon on its way to a date
with Maryland.
The Terrapins had an easy
trip to the Sweet 16 by beating
Siena
College
and
the
University of Wisconsin but
then ran into a resurgent
University of Kentucky team.
The Wildcats matched up well
with Maryland in what commentator Billy Packer called,
"one of the best games I've ever

seen." Two days later Maryland
played another classic with the
University of Connecticut,
which it eventually pulled out
to secure a it's second trip to the
final four in two years
A big issue will be the tempo
of the game and the play of the
Maryland guards. Kansas has
the guard depth and the speed
that Maryland can't match and
if Blake gets into foul trouble or
has trouble handling the
Jayhawk pressure, this gam
could get out of hand In contrast, Maryland will try to
dump the Kill inside and get
Drew Gooden into early foul
trouble. Maryland's front court
may be too much for Colttson
and Gooden to handle. If the
inside does close up on

Maryland, look for them to kick
it out to Juan Dixon on the
perimeter. With the ball in
I M\ on's hands, anything can
happen. Kansas needs to turn
this game into an up and down
COnleal and wetir down Blake
and neutralize the effect of the
Maryland big men. With good
guard play, the Terps will pull
out a victory in a game that goes
down to the wire.
Regardless of whether
Maryland or Kansas survives to
play the more probable
Oklahoma team, the Sooners
may have the edge after what is
sure to be a physically and menl.ilK exhausting semifinal for
the Terps and Jayhawks. If it's
Maryland, the question is
whether or not Blake will be

able to repeat what would have
to be a stellar performance
against Kansas and contain
Oklahoma's Price. If Kansas
ends up in the final it needs to
be able to play through the
enormous pressure of being the
favorite and also be able to
rebound on the offensive glass.
The most likely final will be
a Maryland versus Oklahoma
match up that will lead to an
Oklahoma victory. No matter
what, hoards of college basketball fans will roll out to Atlanta
this weekend to watch some
players play. And play they certainly will.
Chris Bast is a sophomore political science major who became
inspired after recently seeing
"Oklahoma," the musical.

SIGN UP FOR SUNCOM STATES
AND ENJOY A MONTH ON US.

Women's tennis beats
American
1 IK.'
Dukes
beat
American University 4-3
March
24. Sophomore
Margie Zesinger, freshmen
Kristen Vcilh and Rebecca
Vanderelst won their singles matches.

SM

ONE MONTH
FREE SERVICE

Women's gymnasts receive
ECAC recognition
Sophomore
Erin
Fitzgerald was named the
Eastern College Athletic
Conference Gymivist of the
Year and junior Lauren
Shear was one of four gymnasts to receive the ECAC
Scholar Athlete of the Year
award March 22.
Women's lacrosse falls in
overtime

SUNCOM STATES PLANS.

The 15th-ranked Dukes
lost to George Mason
University IM in overtime
Wednesday at Reservoir
Street Field. |MU fell to 5-5
overall, 4-."> in the Colonial
Athletic Association, junior
Lisa Staedt scored four goals.

Free Nationwide Long Distance and
No Roaming Charges Anywhere in the 10 SunCom States.
SIMPLE. EASY. NO WORRY WIRELESS.

Shimming
The swim club team took
first place at the second annual Unh ersitv of IVnnsvk. uu.i
Invitational March 23.
reams thai competed
included
UPenn,
the
University of Maryland,
I ssl Carolina University,

the University of Virginia
and JMU.

SUNCOM STATES
THE MOST
ANYTIME MINUTES
$40 for 500
ANYTIME MINUTES

Women's l.irrnw
Women's club lacrosse
traveled to the University
of North Carolina Chapel
Hill this weekend to compete in a tournament. It
went 4-0 1 Saturday and

defeated
Penn State
University 11-9 in the

NOKIA 5165
iNoles- Ready

we get it:

AT&T

finals Sunday.

FREE

1-877-CALL SUN

PLUS 10 MORE STATES
FOR ONLY
$10 MORE A MONTH
THE REST OF
THE EAST COAST

SunCom
Member ot th* ATP Wit*te%\ Nftvwxk

SunCom Store Locations

ITie men's soccer club

I"-' i" the semifinals of the

Naw!
Fredencksburg
Spolsylvania Mall
Inexi to Belkl
3201 Plank Rd
760-8060
{Mon-Sat 10a-9.30p. Sun 11i-6pl

East Carolina University
Spring
Fling
Soccer
[burnamenl last weekend.
[Ml Oedthe University of
North
Carolina
-

(SreensboroO 0,beat Navy
3-1
and
heat
University 3-1.

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9a-7p | WEEKEND HOURS: Sat 10a-6p, Sun 12n-6p

Duke

Fredencksburg
Central Park Shopping Center
1420 Carl 0 Silver Pkwy
(across from PetSmart & Lowe'sl
785 2451

Corporate Sales 866-353-6094
(toll free)
shop online www.SunCom.com

Exclusive Authorized Dealer
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The men's lacrosse club
beat Penn State University
12-ln list weekend.
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GLASS
FOR RENT

J-M
APARTMENTS

To Belter Serve Your
Housing Needs UR&PM

438-8800, Anyllme!
2002 - 2003

Qflers to You
* ¥32 Years Experience

1 BR Apt. $350 mo.

¥ Selected Locations
¥JMU Alumni

2 BR Apt. S400/mo.or
$200 person. Ethernet

* Local Residents
t Greater Selections
V Individual Services

available

Please contact ut M

3BRApt. $510/mo. or
$ 170/person

University Realty A
Property Management
156 7 Pot Republic Road
Hamsooburg. VA 22801
54CM34-4444 ex 800-JMU-455o
•2B S. rHfh St. 3 or 4 BR N.ce.
Ready
8/1/02.
*800
mcnm/deposlt 5408799548

One of the closest
complexes to JMUI
KH.e H. .ill. Propcrt) Mgme.
The good apartment* go first

all appliances, available Aug. 17,
S435 433-1569.
Madison fttuara . furmahid
townhousa 3 bedroom. 2 1/2
bath. W/0 Rant from $195 per
room Separate lease starting m
August 2002. 434-1040.

OffC 'ampu.sHiHising.com
YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
1 Ikdronms
MMfioon Terrace
Hunter* Ridfc
.Viurnn.it"' Si SO

,« come hi and see ui'
■Ig 2 ■edroom Apartments •
unfurnished. Call 504-2659
www. casf -eptoperty com
Almn*t New Largo 1 Badroom
Apartmonta • W/D, avertable 8/17.
$400 1425 433-1569.
Rooma AvaHaWe fee 2002 • 20031
individually leaseo bedrooms are
still available (or neit year. Huge
Clubhouse with Fitness and
Business Centers, swimming pool
and more' Summer subleases also
available. Call 442-4800. EHO
2 fed room, 2 Bath fully
furnished, excellent condition, very
clean. Conveinient to JMU.
Available 8/1/02. Call Ken
Meneley. 298-2074

' lU-dllM.IIIIS
HuMcn Ridge
MddiuMi Minor
aMNalbncc
Ijyman Avenue

Across from Hoaprt* on CarrtraH
Ave. - 4 BR. 1 bath, laundry, off
street parking, DSL. 12 mo lease
Klino Property Mgmt.. 4366800.

I at nso
.' 11 * (11 i •< • 111S
DiiheGaftfnH
Madiwn Garden.
Madison Manor

IMi. .is.mi Run
lii" nh

M nVanfl laja aj

i s has the

following unique
roommate situations
for 2002 - 2003

Uah
Pie
Starting aiSPS
4 llvdrnnins

¥ 2 new group* with 3 Females

Hunter <. Rxlre

kvlongforl Fiiradcmoonvraareach

Manor

I'nuemty Place
Country Club Court

* 2 renewing Icmaks looting for 2
Female roommate* Have 2 dog 1

Siaiunt at SI 7.*

* 4 males looking for I Male to

Realty
Call Anytime!

Nags Head Student Ivnati
Rantats - saabreei0r9ally.com.
25225^6328
1214 Fereet HW Roatj - 3 BR. l
1/2 bams, washer/dryer. Across
from Shenandoah Grill. $840.
Hess & Miller. 4347383
University Realty A Property
Management - 4 bedroom. 2 bath.
$210 each. 5 bedroom. 3 bath,
$220 each 3 bedroom. 2 bath.
$260 each. 2 bedroom. 2 beth,
$310 each. Call 434-4444.
Room In Stene Sate • furnished
bedroom, private bath, free local
phone and internet. $290/month
for summer. Call Jamie, 4424976.
Hunter'a Ridge Townhouse •
furnished. 2 BR umts. kitchen.
$240/bedroom. 703-737-0103
r
large Room In House
,48 C~
Elizabeth Street. $250/month for
summer. Jessica. 442-9205.

Qraefeattaf? Moving to Rkhrnond?
Large townhouse 2 bedroom/i
bath. $7O0/month. Great location.
Enclosed yard Heat, water, trash
nckjded Pets aimed 8044407240
or 604 257-2971

Great Rentals
for 2002 -2003
Furnished 2 BR, 2
Bath Condo •
Water itn luded
Hunter'a Rldgje Townbotaw
Avallable August 1.
8215/person, 4 bedroom.
2 living rooms, W/D.

is

Prefer graduating senior

llunicrv Rklge Loft
tanfcaj or S250

large Selection
of Houses!

¥ I renewing Female looking for i
Female roommate*
* Ate )ou study log abroad for Fall
20031 Seed a place for Spnni

Are Vour Parents Visiting Soon?
Adorable,
immaculate
one
bedroom
garage
apartment
available nightly «i hiilonc ok) town
near JMU/Oowntown restaurants.
Call 4336661
Room on South Main Street
$235 $275 Available nvnirJewaly
Call 487 4057.
Commona Summer Sublease •
Available May. Ail utilities included
eicept electric Two rooms in a 4
BR, 2 bath apartment. Furnished,
new carpet, W/D, D/W, deck
$259/peraon.
Female, nonsmokers only. Cat 438-3548.
Large 1 Bedroom Apartment good location. $360. 433-1569.
Madison Squirt Townhouaa
story. 2 bedroom, 2 1/2 beth,
furnished. W/D. dishwasher.
walking diatance, pets allowed.
$550 rent, lease starts August
2002. 442-1674

FOR SALE

AM/WO Stereo Rocetvof - Opttmus
Digital Synthesized Used very
little. $50 or make an offer.
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
cleaning • give away. Can 4341241.
leave message
Brewing supplies. Ingredients.
Tape • Buestone Cellars 432-6799.
181 S Man www 0C8PCW.com
IBM Henda Civic DX Coupe • 5
speed. CD, eicelient condition
$7,500. Call 433-9162.
l—l fort Teewae • apprcolrnaaily
108,000
miles,
very good
condition. Asking price: $1,200, or
best offer. Contact information:
Umaiman Nabi, 540-432-9773 or
571432-5483
or
e-mail
nabiu# aol.com.
Playstation 2 • system, games,
accessories for sale. E mail
imuGamaGuy9yahoo.com
for
information.

Ampeg Classic Baas Cabinet/
Craae Heed Combo - Barely ptayed
Excellent sound and condition
Trials available, contact Eugene
•chweteaeVnu.edu. 442 4572
Taking best offer.
1S0J7 Volvo 24001 - 4 door. 4 cyl„
auto. 30 mpg., new brakes all
around. 1994 Dodge Caravan.
2692000
100S Suiukl Katana OOOee •
7.500 miles, dual e*haust. custom
yellow pamt, cover and helmet
included. $3,600. o.b.o. Contact
lustm: moranjm#>jmu.edu or call
612-4453. For pics/more info
wwwgewir«s.corn/my96*at«na

1990 ieep Wrangler tor Sate - red
and black with grey interior, 3.5*
lift with big tires, an boria exhaust.
20K on new engine ($5,000. OJb.o.)
Call 5744468. ask lor Dave

DJ ■gulpment and Lighting •
everything from speakers to strobe
agnts to disco bans to fog machine virtually brand new and In great
condition. Price is negotiable.
Please contact Matt, 437-6584 or
914*30-5125
3001 Oliver Toyota Cellee 11.000 miles, loaded, spoiler,
sunroof, keyless entry, automatic
transmission.
Gold
Emblem
package, eicelient condition.
e<tenoed warranty Call 432 1394.
it tana ■ Green. 72K
miles. 5 speed, manual. AC.
AM/FM cassette, power sunroof
and doors. Very good condition.
$9,000. Cell Lor.. 5686004 or •
mail toajetioe>jmu edu.

Ibenei RQ470IB Jewel Hue
Electric Oultar • with case and
stand After market Seymore
Duncan pickup, Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge, and Rosewood
finger board. Asking $350. 574-4692
or 0Uffcrn4Sjmu.edu.

Cannondale Road Mke - 63cm.
Aerobar. odometer, time pedals.
$350. 298-9422.

01 Aoava httagea • black, 5 speed.
2 door hatchback, good condition
A»hmg $3,300 or better offer. Call
Christine. 438-2646.

lOtO Monde Eta Mipiff • canary
yellow, low m.kts. helmet included
Excellent condition. Call 612-7148
or e-mail gabrir^eejynu.eou.

Hanemaea later Cares end Otftai
Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Ma*.

4 Bedroom House •

HELP WANTED

ord EX 2 door coupe.
5 speed, great condition, loaded
Asking $6,500 Call 8792706

$7.00/hr. Ptue $200 Per Month
housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks or
North Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application on-line at
www.mwofiri.com.

Roosevelt Street.

W/D. D/W. A/C.

Available August 1.
2 BR Townhouse Close to campus. August
lease. Water Included.
8550/month.

M0S1 We hate s lownhouae for you'

lunkhinm-r & AswHiatcN
Pnipert> 'Lmii
H

Call 801 -0660 or email

rf-iUliinkrtouvrMgnafrmini.co

pheatanlfl pheasanlrun.net

Kline Realty
Property Management

434-5150

lodav for more tie taili!

438-8800

Beautiful Arabian Horse • 15
hands Cnamptonships dressage.
hunter 540-350-2643. evenings
ENSONIQ
VFX-OD
•
Music
production synthesiser with onboard 24track sequencer and disk
drive Over 200 sampled sounds,
infinitely programmable, futty touchsensitive keyboard. Full MIDI.
Includes pedals, case $600, na^.
Call Jon, 4333489

Summer Job • Massanutten River
Adventure*, Inc. MRA 1% seeking 4
6 men and women for the canoe,
kayak and river tubing 2002
season MRA Is located across
from
Massanutten
Resort
Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic and self managed.
and
good
driving
record,
ineipensive housing available. Can
28OCAN0CI2266).
www.CAN0E4U.com or e-mail
MassanuttanRrverejaol com

rAff-

ie* Com* se-ve ii

mission with the summer staff at
Camp Overlook. Our theme this
summer Is 'living the stories of
the Okl Testament'. Free room and
board Stipends vary depending on
age. certifications, and eipenence
For more mformauon can 2692267
or e-mail OverlookUMe>aoi com

Hew Fast Food Restaurant - In
Herrisonburg openng in April. Now
taking applications for full/partlime positions Fleirbta hours with
competitive pay. Call 435 9289
from 6 p.m. 9 p.m. Ask for Todd.
Sparta Assistant Positions •
available
in
Sports
Madia
Relations for 10 hours/week,
minimum wage, for the 2002 2003 school year. Successful
applicants will assist m covering
the 28 NCAA sports, weekend and
night work required in addition to
weekday office hours. Writing
eipenence preferred, but not
necessary. Applications available
in Sports Media Relations. Godwin
Han. room 220. No phone cans.
Applications encouraged by April
12. Applications accepted until
positions are fined.

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs.
Student ftreuas • Earn $1,000 •
$2,000
with
the
easy
Campusfunoratser com three hour
fund ralsmg event Does not nworve
creo* card apohcations Fund raising
dates are Ming quckry. so cad toOey*
Contact Campusfundraiaef com at
8889233236 or visit our webwe at
www carnpusfunutauer com

Pool - Town of TtntbentHs - FT/PT
summer Managers. Lifeguards.
Concession Stand. Certified
Lifeguards preferred. Contact
immediately. EOE
Call Town
Manage'. 896-7058

DON'T HAVE AN

For more information and

SERVICES
NOTICE

ORDINARY SUMMER

assistance regarding (he

Camp tuMer Seal in Virginia hat f*
opening! for camp uftinxlorv profnim
1rnnu.l11\ lor auuaixv htaithkk
rxlinar. jdvenrurt and inortt Work -iih
thildren and aJulb * nh iliwtnliuc. in i
tdutitui ,„[o\i,« triune Room, board,
Mlar>pri»kfed MMfO.VWH

investigation of financing busmen
opportuniics. contact the

Beiier Business Bureau, Inc
I-0OO-533-5S0I

•*-*■* fampra\trrtr<it m ••rg
F mail iffimanHf 1 miri ■■ting
Summertime, Pert time - 10 12
hours per week, long-term office
assistance. Begin late April.
Flexrbkt hours, small. Qu«t. family
oriented environment. Phone,
computer, customer skanv 4330360.
NDJConnectronOaol com

PERSONALS
Adoption
Couple wishes to adopt
Infant. Will pay.
legal/medical expenses.
Please call Jack/Dianne

D/W. A/C. 2 baths

Furnished. 8275/person.
uiMcate takeover for Fall 2002.

? Uvtlr

K
438-8800

Madison Manor. 3550.

Mackum Terrace

NLKIIVNI

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished lownhouses
W'D.D/W.A/C
2 Blocks from campus'

$1,500 Weekly Potential
•. 1 1
our circulars. Free information. Call
203€83O202.
Ram HMegrj All Northern Virginia
areas: Supervisors/Lifeguards/
Pool Operators. Apply on-line or call
1*7 7 7337665. $7 25/nr minimum
www p/emierenferpflsesinc com

t RNAs wanted. Provide
technical assistance to clients m
tha CampusNet program Work
appio*. 10 hrs/wk. Pay will be
$6 30/hr Prior eipenence with
TCP/IP and Internet-related
applications is desired Fill out a
state employment application from
Human Resources and send it to
Nancy Dauer. Technical Services.
Hoffman Building. Room 5. MSC
1401. Closing date is 5 p m. on
March 29 For further .nformetion,
please email your questions to
campusnettVnu.edu.

1-800-773-6 SU.

ADOPTION
Loving/joyous family with one
child looking tn adopt while
infant Let us \howcr >our baby
wilh lovc/happmcvi in
warm/secure home Legal.
uMifuJcnliul H88-212-5553.

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!

$250 A Day Potential • bartending
Troinang prowled 1-800-293-3985.
eit. 215.
Looking for a Fun Su
f Job?
Shenandoah River Outfitters is now
hiring for summer season for
campground attendants; campfire
cooks; drivers able to lift 85 lbs
Must be outgoing, energetic and
able to work weekends. Full and
part lime 8006CAN0C2

S3 00 for the first 10 words
$2 00 for each add I 10 words
Block ads arcSIOitkh

Vru ii< 1 cpnngcrvtlilcants'
Place your ad lodav!
568-6127

Place a classified ad In The Breeze - $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2.00 for each additional 10 words - 568-6127

SKYDIVE!

(3imple ^Pleasures L^af(e

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated lo keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Make your dinner reservations for graduation
Friday May 3rd or Saturday May 4th

Freefall almost a minute
from the area's largest and
safest skydiving aircraft from
2 1/2 miles high on your
first skydive

Place a catering order for your graduation party
GREAT FOOD

tf&tf
*MPft

348-3759

REASONABLY PRICED

(540) 943-6587
t98 Mla.rih Mw.

*•?«-./•».«-*.

Complete information is on:

540-66*-t988

Virginia Dermatology & Maxillofacial Surgery
540-434-DERM (3376)
Acne • Skin Problems • Cosmetic Skin Care • Psoriasis
• Medical & Surgical Treatment of Skin Cancer • Lupus •
• Melanoma • Eczema • Moles • Warts • Herpes
O

All Insurance Plans Filed O New Patients Welcome •
3360 Emmaus Road
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

0
Mgs

1 Block from the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles in Front of Grace
Covenant Church. Providers for Trlgon, Southern Health, Medicare.

JMU student discounts

1 (877) DIVE SKY
•fS
vNfWw.skydiveorange.com

Beef and Cheddar

Buy I. Get I FREE
dt
Good at Harrtecnburg, Waunestoro, Stuarts Graft

i pajj ■

Limit 4 with this coupon

JMU

THANK
YOU

Live in Virginia Beach, Virginia
Telescope Pictures/ SunRays Studio
is now hiring for the Summer of 2002
you will

Live at the Beach
Work with Other
Highly Motivated People

to all the faculty/staff advisers for
all you do for JMU Clubs

and

Earn up to $10,000
While Having an Incredible Time
No Experience Necessary • Just Fun, Outgoing Students
Check out our website for more Information and
Apply directly on line at www.sunraysitudlo.com
or Voice Mall Us at 1-757-425-1412
No Beach House? No Worries
Housing Available

m-r*V

|

www.val^arbue.com

This is a great big giant

.SUMMER JOBS

I

201 THE

BREEZE I THURSDAY, MARCH

28, 2002

q?

at the Stone Gate
& South View
Clubhouses

Come discover
a variety of prizes
ranging from
hot air to fortune!

Friday, March 29th
12pm- 2pm

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sigr
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethemet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

4B2-O60O
www.lbjlimited.com

Stone Gate
,

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:3o

